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FOREWORD
The nationwide trend to expand higher education enrollments, facilities and resources - a phenomenon of the 1950 1 s,
1960's and 1970's _- is now veering in a different direction.
Prairie View A&M University, instead of coping with problems
of tremendous growth, will be faced in the coming years with
such complexities as civil rights, accountability, rising
inflation, reducing expenditures, and relevant curriculums.
The University will also need to design, develop and implement new technologic,,3.l delivery systems that will deal with
extending post~secondary educational opportunities to adults
of all ages.

These new directions in higher education will

require Prairie View A&M University to do more careful planning and coordination than were needed during the past decades.
In 1967, the Board of Regents of Prairie View A&M
University asked · the University to develop a plan which would
insure that Prairie View A&M University would emerge as a
first-class, unique and distinct institution.
In 1968, the Board of Regents commissioned the University to do a long range development plan.

This long range

development plan would be a ten-year road map concluding at
the point in which the University reached its 100th birthday
or centennial year.

A comprehensive study of the University

was conducted in 1968 and 1969.

This study resulted in a

publication entitled, "A Development Plan 1970-1980 for

Prairie View A&M University."

This development plan was

transmitted to the Board of Regents and accepted as a road map
for Prairie View A&M University during the decades of the 70's.
Recommendations were made to th.e Board in relationship to the
Mission of the University, Goals for 1970-80, Organization and
Administration of the University, Academic Programs, Research,
Continuing Education, the Fac~lty, the Students, the Physical
Plant, and Finance.
Remarkably and excitingly, almost 90 percent of the
goals established in 1968 were achieved during the decade of
the 70' s.

The end of the 70' s s .a w Prairie View A&M University

celebrate its Centennial Year in 1978.

The Centennial Year

did not signal only the end of a century, it also signaled
the beginning of a new century, a new period in the life of
Prairie View A&M University.
It was recognized at this point that the development
plan set for 1970-80 would come to an end and a new development plan was needed.

It was simultaneously recognized in 1978

that Prairie View A&M University w<;>uld also be eligible for a
reaffirmation · visit by the Southein Association of Colleges
and Schools in 1980.

Fortunately; the Southern Association

of Secondary Schools and Colleges had embarked on a unique
and innovative approach to reaffirmation visits; namely, the
non-traditional self-study.
With great eagerness, Prairie View A&M University
applied to the Southern Association of Secondary Schools and
Colleges for approval to do a non~traditional self-study, and
this approval was granted.
ii

The Prairie View A&M University non-traditional
self-study represents the first phase of the most comprehensive in-depth, self-study ever undertaken by the University.
The overall intent of the self-study is to lay a foundation
for a definitive and defensible plan for the development of
the University during the period 1980-1999 ..

This study also

represents a continuation of the 1970-80 study.

Obviously, no

one can forecast twenty years ahead; especially in what is
truly a dynamic and rapidly changing society.
The non-traditional self-study, therefore, concentrates
on the period 1981-1987.

This period represents three bien-

nial periods in the life of Prairie View A&M University.

These

three periods also coincide with the three periods that the
Texas Legislature will be in session and will act on appropriations for Prairie View A&M University.
The Prairie View A&M University non-traditional selfstudy represents only one phase of a three phase program.
The first phase conducted in the non-traditional self-study
deals with giving the institution an opportunity to look
closely at its entire operation, determine its present status,
consider impactors and assumptions, and project goals for
the future; namely, 1981-1987.

Due to the time limit, the

non-traditional self-study will be brought to a close at
this point and the presentation will be made to the Southern
Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges.
Phase Two begins immediately in terms of an institutional wide refinement of goals, justifications of goals,
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and establishments of University priorities in terms of
available resources, ability to pursue goals which will make
maximum impact, ability of the institution to achieve high
quality educational eminence, ability to share effectively in
a culturally pluralistic society, the impacts of civil rights
and racial integration, the ability to serve the students and
public, a-meaningful and highly acceptable way to the students
and the public.
Once the goals are integrated, refined and priorities
established, the University will enter Phase Three of the
study in 1981.

~his phase will be the launching of a dynamic

and meaningful drive for acceptance of the goals for the
University by the Board of Regents, by the Texas Coordinating
Board, by the Texas Legislature, by the lay public and power
structure, by the alumni, by business, government, industry,
and by other constituents.
As Phase One of this long range development plan
effort comes to a conclusion with the visit of the Reaffirmation Team from the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools the University has already entered Phase Two, namely;
that of laying out a program for institutional refinement of
goal priorities, the weeding out of non-priorities and integrating the many faceted projections from the multitude of
administrative units into a smooth working, first quality
institution of higher education.
The purpose of this report is to present Phase I, the
non-traditional study, to the Southern Association of Secon-
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dary Schools and Colleges and to the visiting team.
Phase I, The Prairie View A&M University Long-Range
Development Plan as presented consists of twenty-one volumes.
These volumes cover all aspects of the University and are
listed as follows:
Volume 1:

The General University Report
-Introduction
-Legal Authority
-Historical Background
-Purpose and Role, Scope, Mission
-University Management Services
-Faculty and Staff
-Intra- and Inter- Institutional Cooperation
-Accreditation
-Evaluation

Volume 2:

College of Agriculture

Volume 3:

College of Arts and Sciences and
College of Business

Volume 4:

College of Education

Volume 5:

College of Engineering

Volume 6:

College of Home Economics

Volume 7:

College of Industrial Education and
Technology

Volume 8 :

College of Nursing

Volume 9:

Graduate School, University Library,
and Learning Resources Center

Volume 10:

Registrar's Office and Admissions Office

Volume 11:

Cooperative Education, Career Education
and Placement, and Center for Learning
and Teaching Effectiveness

Volume 12:

Fiscal Affairs (I)
-Fiscal Affairs General
-University Exchange
-Financial Aids

V

Volume 13:

Fiscal Affairs (II)
-Computing Center
-Athletics
-Laundry

Volume 14:

Physical Plant

Volume 15:

Research and Special Programs

Volume 16:

University Relations and
Philanthropic Development
-Public Affairs
-University Relations
-Image Building
-Public Information
-Office of Public Information
-News Service
-Alumni Relations
-Central° Mailing
-Philanthropic Development
('

Volume 17:

Public Service and Continuing Education
-Public Service
-Continuing Education
-Community Affairs and Rural
Development
-Cooperative Extension Service
-Weekend College

Volume 18:

Student Affairs (I)
-Student Affairs General
-Senior Fellow-Junior Fellow Program
-Student Activities
-Counseling Services
-Dean of Men - Housing
-Dean of Women - Housing
-United Ministries
-Veterans Affairs

Volume 19: · Student Affairs (II)
-Alumni Hall
-Health Services
-Memorial Student Center
-Fire Department
-Campus Security
Volume 20:

Organization and Administration

Volume 21:

Social-Political-Economic Impactors
vi

Prairie View A&M University is indeed grateful to the
Southern Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges for
making ·the opportunity available to the University for a non~
traditional self-study.

Students, faculty, alumni and admini-

stration praise this positive action by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools which represents one of the most significant events in the history of a great institution.
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SECTION I
W.R. BANKS LIBRARY

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

Report
of the

W. R. Banks Library
for
The Prairie View A&M University Long-Range Development Plan
1981 through 1987

Submitted to
The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
for
Reaffirmation of Accreditation

March 1980

I.

INTRODUCTION

" . . . and libraries are the great tools of scholarship, the great respositories of culture, and the great symbols of the freedom of the mind."
- Franklin D. Roosevelt, 32nd President
of the United States

"The library is the heart of the university; no other
('

single non-human factor is as closely related to the quality
of graduate education.

A few libraries with poor li-

brary resources have achieved considerable strength in several
departments because the universities are close to other great
library collections such as the Library of Congress and the
New York Public Library.

But institutions that are strong in

all areas invariably have major research libraries. 111
At Prairie View A&M University, the library evolved as
part of the administrative structure and was developed continually in support of the multi-purpose instructional and research
programs of the University.
The distinctive aspects of the instructional and research programs arise from the University's having legally
authorized functions as a state university, a land-grant university, teacher education and special authority.
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Definitions
University Library - A_ library established, maintained and administered by a University to meet the needs
of its students, and members of the academic staff or Central
Library.
Central Library - The library which is the administrative center of a library system, where the principal collections are kept, or Main Library.
Departmental Library - A library in a college or university which is apart from the Main Library and restricted
to one subject or group of subjects.
Holdings - The total accumulation of print and nonprint materials assembled by a library for its clientele.
Standards - Objective, observable, and quantitative
measures (developed by the Association of College and Research
Libraries, a division of the American Library Association) . . .
"which represents an attempt to synthesize and articulate the
aggregate experience and judgment of the academic library profession as to adequacy in library resources, services, facilities."
On-Line Data Base - A body of machine-readable records.
Professional Staff - Personnel who have earned a master's degree in library science from a library school accredited by the American Library Association.
Supportive Staff (non-professional) - Personnel who
assist professional staff members in duties requiring specific skills and special abilities.

Their training may range
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from master's d_egrees in other areas of specialization, a
baccalaureate degree, an associate degree, a one-year certificate, or extensive training and experience in a given
area or skill.
Clapp-Jordan Formula - Developed by Verna W. Clapp
and Robert T. Jordan, attempts to identify the principal
factors affecting academic needs for books and to ascribe
suitable weights to each factor.
Delimitations
This report concerns itself specifically with thew. R.
Banks Library which is the central library for Prairie View A&M
University.

The report does not include 1) the contractual

agreement with the Texas Medical Center whose library services Prairie View A&M University College of Nursing; 2) the
College of Nursing self-contained decentralized library unit;
nor 3) the decentralized on-campus libraries in Engineering,
Business, Music, Natural Sciences, Education, and Cooperative
Extension.
Method of Presentation
Thew. R. Banks Library's report follows the general
taxonomy for master planning set forth by the Long-Range Development Council.

The presentation includes status and goals

for the future for the period 1981-87.

While allusions to as-

sumptions underlying the goals occur throughout the report,
the basic assumptions may be found in the Prairie View A&M
University Comprehensive Long-Range Development Plan document
titled Assumptions.
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Libraries generally have been affected by the unique
backgrounds and increased size of student populations, the
revolutionary revisions and expansions in the curriculum,
the emphasis on independent study and research, the explosion
in knowledge ·as projected in recorded information in a variety
of formats, technological advances, hard-times and inflation _,
planning, and budgeting as well as management theory.
The growth and development of the W. R. Banks Library
in terms of collections, facilities, services, and personnel
have also been impacted by these changes.

Because of its uni-

que role in the teaching-learning process, cultural enhancement, and personal development of the University community,
it was essential to ascertain the status of the W.R. Banks
Library before a viable program of services could be projected.
Issued in November, 1979, "An Evaluative Checklist for
Reviewing a College Library Program"

2

was selected and applied.

The Checklist is based on Standards for College Libraries 3 as
developed by the Association of College and Research Libraries,
a division of the American Library Association.

It has been

field-tested, validated, and represents an attempt to synthesize
and articulate the aggregate experience and judgment of the
library profession as to adequacy in library resources, services and facilities.
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In short, this report considered those entities in the
higher education environment about which an informed position
must be taken before rational planning could proceed.

Pro-

jections were made in relationship to areas of strength and
areas of need as indicated by the trends and findings as set
forth by the American Library Association Standards.
II.

LEGAL AUTHORITY

The overall historical mandates for which Prairie View
A&M University has derived its legal role and scope have been
well-documented.

Inherent in the University's authority to

offer programs of instruction, research, and public service
is its authority to provide the research base most basic and
essential to student learning and instruction, faculty and
staff research and community information needs.
III.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Origin
Thew. R. Banks Library is an outgrowth of a collection of books and periodicals provided by the State of Texas
when the Prairie View State Normal School was organized by an
act of the Texas Legislature.
The Board of Directors' Biennial Report for Prairie
View State Normal and Industrial College, 1897-1898 cites a
special appropriation request 0f $500 to enlarge the library.
The first collection occupied a space on the first
floor of Academic Hall which was erected in 1879.

It con-
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tained around 2,500 volumes of reference books, history,
biology, poetry, and general literature.

The administration

built the collection by constantly adding new books each year.
Selections were made with special reference to the curriculum
and reading task of young people.

W. Buchanan, manager of

the Commissary, served as librarian.
Key Personnel Lineage
In 1920, the first trained librarian was employed.

Re-

cords indicate four (4) directors: Gertrude Williams, 192031; O. J. Baker, 1931-66, 1968-70; William B. Scott, 1966-68·
and Frank Francis, Jr., 1969-present.
Program Development of Major Areas and Critical Events
In 1920, Gertrude Williams was employed to teach Commercial English and serve as Librarian.

The library was open

eight hours each day and two hours each night except Saturdays
and Sundays.

The library was open from 3 o'clock until 5 o'

clock p.m. on Saturdays and from 2 o'clock until 5 o'clock
on Sundays.
After the Science Building was erected in 1924, the
general library and reading room occupied space on the first
floor.

The collection contained around 7,000 volumes and the

reading room received regularly some of the leading newspapers and periodicals.
and in 1931,

o.

The collection continued to develop

J. Baker was appointed librarian.

He moved

the collection from the Science Building to the newly constructed Education Building.

The library collection consisted of

13,000 volumes and by 1945 increased to 20,000 volumes.
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For many years, one of the greatest needs felt by the
students at Prairie View was that of adequate library facilities including an enlarged staff, suitable book resources,
ample financial support, and library quarters.

To meet this

need, a building was erected at a cost of $171,867.91 with a
book capacity of 100,000 volumes and study space for 500 students.

The library building named in honor of a former chief

executive, Willette Rutherford Banks, held ceremonies for
"Open House'' lB.y 20, 1945.
Other noted events of this early period included the
establishment of the Special Collections Room through the
courtesy of Dr. T. K. Lawless, a noted Chicago dermatologist.
The collection was to be a memorial to his friend, Dr.
Leon Wilson, another physician.

c.

Other donors included Dr.

W. R. Banks and the G. V. Banks Reading Circle.

The collec-

tion contained books by and about Blacks in America and Africa,
the masters theses produced at Prairie View A&M University,
a set of textbooks adopted by the State of Texas (elementary
and secondary levels), curriculum bulletins, guides, handbooks prepared by various public school systems as well as
various pieces of material representing Prairie Viewana.
Between 1946 and 1953, expansion in the student population and expansion in library resources was so rapid that
thew. R. Banks Library could seat only one-sixth of the enrollment (791) at one time.

During the summer, the heat was

particularly unbearable in service and administrative quarters.
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To alleviate the conditions, the following rennovations were completed in 1958:
1.

The library auditorium was converted
into the Current Periodicals Reading
Room.
This increased the study soace
for the library as a whole.
~

2.

Current Periodicals Reading Room was
transferred from the Reference Room
(east end) to the present Current
Periodicals Reading Room; thus al.lowing for more reference books to
be shelved in the reference area.
By bringing more books out of the
stacks to the Reference Room, services were improved as follows:

. ,_

a.

b.

Additional books formerly in
closed stacks were made available to readers i r,1 the Reference Room.
Staff has a . greater quantity
of resources closer at hand
for providing services to
large groups.

The library, including its facilities and staff, continued to grow.

In August, 1966 when Mr. O. J. Baker retired

after a 35-year career and Dr. William B. Scott became Director, a 27,000 square foot addition was completed at a cost of
$565,271.

The addition adjoined the original building on the

west and included the main floor, top floor, basement, and
sub-basement.

The TWX Electronic Communications machine was

installed to facilitate inter-library loan service and a Xerox
copier was made available to the clientele.
Upon Dr. Scott's untimely death in January, 1968, Mr.

o.

J. Baker returned as Head Librarian and served until a new

director could be appointed.

Mr. Frank Francis, Jr. assumed

the position of Director in September, 1969.
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In 1971, the Learning Resources Center, located in the
basement of the library, was established and Harry Robinson,
Jr. became the first director.

It continues to be an inte-

gral part of the teaching-learning process of the University.
The library began the conversion from the Dewey Decimal Classification System to the Library of Congress Classification
System.

Numerous other internal changes were augmented.

Noteworthy was the establishment of the University Archives
with Mrs. -0. J. Baker as Archivist.

The collection is still

in the developmental and organizational stages.
Presently the building has three floors and a bookstack section of four levels.
IV.

SOCIAL-POLITICAL-ECONOMIC IMPACTORS

The W. R. Banks Library evolved and exists as a subunit of the administrative structure of the University for
the primary purpose of serving the information and research
needs of faculty, staff, and students.
As a component of the administrative structure, the
library's growth and development has been and continues to
be impacted by those factors affecting the Mission, Role,
Scope, and Purpose of Prairie View A&M University: namely,
non-renewable natural resources, energy, pollution, technological advancement, a changing college age population,
an increasing birthrate, the focus on women and minorities,
the Bakke Case, the Adams Case, competency testing, limited
financial resources, increased accountability and management effectiveness, chronic unemployment, teenage preg-
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nancy and parenthood, inc~eased need for qualified professionals, black students' preference for a black institution,
President Carter's directive to strengthen black insitutions,
the business environment for the 80's, an adult-oriented economic market, and urban expansion
Special concerns of the W. R. Banks Library has and
continues to be limited financial resources and technological
advancement.
Thomas J. Galvin, President of the American Library
Association, echoes both national and the local concern:
''Libraries and library services have
been severely impacted by the insidious consequences of inflation
and the declining purchasing power of
the dollar.
The cost of books periodicals, and other media has been increasing much more rapidly than the
general rate of inflation while the
number of new publications each year
has grown astronomically." 4
How long libraries will be in this inflationary spiral is not
known.

Economic pressures have and will force all libraries

to reduce costs by examining operations to determine how productivity can be increased without curtailing services to
users.
Savings in staff and time have already been the internal objective of those libraries who have used shared computer
facilities and the procurement of small, standardized specialpurpose mini-computer systems for well-defined library operations such as book circulation and control of serial records.
Other applications include distribution of catalog data,
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ordering functions, payment of bills, production of book and
micro catalogs, provision of automatic bibliographies, maintenance of directories of data bases.
Perhaps the greatest impact has ~een the fostering of
networks for resource sharing among libaries.

Through the

new technology, libraries form external cooperatives and rely
on each other to provide specialized backup materials and information.
Future generations of the digital computer, both inhouse and in-network systems, will undoubtedly provide even
greater benefits in such areas as bibliographic access, reference information search, and management effectiveness.
We live in a multi-media world and have become so accustomed to communication via media that we take it for
granted.

Users expect the library to reflect the resources

and services to which they have become accustomed by making
man's knowledge readily available in all the formats in which
it has been recorded.
Thew. R. Banks Library, currently on a manual system
because of delayed funding, recognizes the challenges of providing services and resources to its clientele in an ever
changing environment impacted by many factors.
V.

PURPOSE AND ROLE, SCOPE, MISSION

Thew. R. Banks Library's purpose and role, scope,
and mission are reflective of the University's.

As a com-

ponent of the administrative structure, the library supports
the intellectual environment of the University by providing
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sources and services for the curriculum, research and selfdevelopment needs of the faculty, staff, and students.

As a

reservoir of resources and a catalyst of the educational process, the library seeks to provide an environment which encourages use of its resources; a collection supportative of
the curriculum as well as the cultural and research needs of
its clientele; a comprehensive user education program designed
to acquaint and to develop bibliographic expertise; and a
dedicated and skilled staff committed to a service philosophy.
In addition to its supportative role, the W.R. Banks
Library fosters the research and public services and continuing education mandates of the University.

Adoption of the

mission statement is expressed as follows:
Individual - Each contact with users of the library
provides the opportunity to teach on a one-to-one basis bibliographic skills.

Bibliographic skills are gernaine to aca-

demic matriculation and transferable to life-long success endeavors.
Society - We are in an "information" society.

The li-

brary serves broader public interest by meeting the research,
scholastic, cultural, and recreational needs of users.
Leadership commitment -

"Time, imagination, creativity, hardwork,

those are the ingredients that can transform a

mediocre library program into an exciting experience."
Knowledge - Our society has become so complex, with
decisions required in so many areas, that ready access to information has become essential to our functioning as individ-
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uals.

These decisions require information (knowledge) that

is or ought to be available at the library.
Quality - Continuous assessment of the total program
by national standards will insure quality in collections,
facilities, services, staff.
VI.

ORGANIZATION

Organization charts for the W.R. Banks Library are
included on page 14 through 21 as follows:
Chart I.
Position Chart
Chart II.
Position-Personnel chart
Chart III. Program Chart
Chart IV. Functions Chart
Listing: Standing and Ad Hoc Committees
Listing: Position, Title, Qualifications,
Tenure/Non-Tenure
The Library Director is appointed by the President and
reports to the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
The staff is divided into six (6) major areas primarily
by function.
staff.

Each area has a coordinator and a supportative

Coordinators report to the Library Director and sup-

portative staff to coordinators of the various areas.
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W.R. Banks Library
Standing and AD HOC Committee
{Present Listing)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Administrative Committee
Faculty-Library Committee
Student Advisory Council
National Library Week Committee {annual appointment)
Courtesy Committee
Special Committees are appointed when necessary
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POSITIONS, TITLES, QUALIFICATIONS
Tenure/Non-Tenure
(Listing)

POSITION

TITLE

QUALIFICATIONS

Professor

Administrative
Librarian
Tenured
Position

B.S.
M.L.S.

InstructorAsst.Librarian

Head Cataloger
Tenure Position

B.S.
M.L.S.

InstructorAsst.Librarian

Periodicals
Librarian
Tenure Position

B.S.
M.L.S.
(55 hrs.Guidance &
Psychology,Computer
Science,French)

InstructorAsst.Librarian

Special
Collections
Librarian
Tenure Position

B.S.
M.L.S.

InstructorAsst.Librarian

Collection
Development
Librarian
Tenure Position

B.A.
M.L.S.

InstructorAsst.Librarian

Acquisitions
Librarian
Tenure Position

B.S.
M.S.

InstructorAss t. Librarian

Assistant
Catalog
Librarian
Tenure Position

B.S.
M~L.S.

InstructorAsst.Librarian

Teachers'
Reserve
Librarian
Tenure Position

B.S.
M.S.
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POSITIONS, TITLES, QUALIFICATIONS CONT'D
Tenure/Non-Tenure
(Listing)

POSITION

TITLE

QUALIFICATIONS

Librarian II

Reference
Librarian
Non-Tenure
Position

A. B.
B.S. in L.S.

Librarian II

Circulation
Librarian
Non-Tenure
Position

B.S.
B.S. in L.S.

Librarian II

Archivist
Non-Tenure
Position

A.B.
B.S. in L.S.

Librarian II

Periodicals/
Reference
Non-Tenure
Position

B.S.
(Major in Library
Science)

Librarian I

Assistant
Reference
Librarian
Non-Tenure
Position

B.S.
M. S.
Texas Certificate in
Librarianship

Senior Library
Assistant

Periodicals
Reference
Assistant
Non-Tenure
Position

Senior Library
Assistant

Periodicals
Non-Tenure
Position

&

B.A.
Texas Certificate in
Librarianship

B.S.
M. S.
(15 hrs. Educational
Technology)
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POSITIONS, TITLES, QUALIFICATIONS CONT'D
Tenure/Non-Tenure
(Listing)

POSITION

TITLE

QUALIFICATIONS

Senior Library
Assistants (2)

Acquisitions
Non-Tenure
Position

B.S.
(Minor in Library
Science

Senior Library
Assistant

Circulation
Non-Tenure
Position

B.S.
(Minor in Library
Science)

Library
Assistant

Acquisitions
Non-Tenure
Position

B.S.

Secretary

SecretaryLibrarian's
Office
Non-Tenure
Position

Certificate in Secretarial Training

Clerk-Typist

Cataloging
Department
Non-Tenure
Position

Certificate in Secretarial Training

Clerk-Typist

Acquisitions
Department
Non-Tenure
Position

Certificate in Secretarial Training
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VII.

ADMINISTRATION

Organization and Administration Policies
The Library Director is the chief administrative officer of the Library reporting directly to the Vice President
for Academic Affairs.

The director's responsibility is to

insure that the library fulfills its function within the various programs of the University.

Coordinators of the various

areas report to the Library Director and have major responsibility for development of programs and supervision of staff
within the assigned area of responsibility.

The ultimate re-

sponsibility for overall administration and development is that
of the University Librarian.
Personnel Policies
Personnel policies observed by the W.R. Banks Library
are those established by the University.

However, because of

the nature of work to be performed, services to be rendered,
and hours of operation, certain pecularities exist.
Reporting
Personnel assigned to the technical services (Acquisitions, Cataloging, Archives) observe the general University
policy on reporting Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m.

Personnel assigned to public services areas

(Periodicals, Circulation, Reference, Special Collections)
work on alternating split-shifts so as to accommodate evening
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hours of operation.

All personnel with the exception of

coordinators of public service areas and clerical staff are
assigned week-end responsibility on a rotating basis.

Emer-

gency absences are covered by heads of public service areas.
The schedule of operation is made at the beginning of each
academic year.
Leaves of Absence
The University Policy Manual for Leave of Absence
Form 60 is executed for time away from the University.

To

supplement the official manual, the following regulations are
established for in-house operations.

Coordinators are re-

sponsible for their assigned areas of responsibility.

How-

ever, the next person in the structure assumes responsibility
when that coordinator is away from his official post for
attendance at meetings, etc.

Cooperation between public ser-

vices units frequently occurs for maintenance of staff at each
service desk.
New Staff Members
In order to assist newly-hired staff members become
established with a minimum amount of friction and uncertainty,
the director holds a staff orientation session at the beginning of each academic year with all staff members present.
In addition, coordinators of the various departments hold
departmental orientation and training sessions.
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Attendance at Local, State, and National Meetings
1.

Priority is given to persons who
hold membership in the professional organizations.

2.

Opportunity for attendance is rotated among the members of each
department within the library.

3.

Eligible staff members must notify their department head in writing not less than 15 days prior
to meeting and execute the official University leave form.

4.

Written reports on meetings, conferences, workshops, etc. attended
and oral presentations at regular
staff meetings are required.

Fiscal Policies
Fiscal operations of thew. R. Banks Library are administered in accordance with established University policy.
All requests for the various departments must be channeled
through the Director's office.

All fiscal contacts or pur-

chases not channeled through the Director's office become
the personal responsibility/property of the individual involved.
Property and Inventory Policies
The University's Equipment Management Manual governs
property maintenance and inventory in the W. R. Banks Library.

Coordinators are responsible for property in their

assigned area of responsibility.

A physical inventory for

each property account is conducted annually by the Inventory
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Officer of the University.
conducted periodically.

Inventory of the collection is

Development of guidelines and super-

vision of the process is provided by the Coordinator for the
Cataloging Department.
Program Policies
In the W. R. Banks Library, an attempt is made to gain
maximum cooperation and espirit-de-corps through the use of
both formal and informal training techniques which include
departmental meetings, committee meetings for the formulation
of policies, assignment of special duties, planning of special programs and user services.
VIII.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The W. R. Banks Library both supports and endorses the
management effectiveness concepts of the University.

The

Office of University Management Services has provided assistance through the identification and developnent of models for
effective program planning, budgeting, and evaluation.

The

seven styles identified are Management by Objectives (MBO),
Planning Management and Evaluation (PME), Zero Based Budgeting
(ZBB), Cost Effectiveness/Productivity (CE/P), Zero Defects
(ZD), Performance Planning and Merit Evaluation (PP/M:), and
Program Research and Review Techniques/Critical Path Method
(PERT/CPM),

Of the sub-systems recommended, the Management by

Objectives and Performance Evaluation and Review Techniques
have been found to be most suited for cost effective management
of library operations.
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The adopted concepts also allow for identification of
objectives, goals, tasks, and performance activities in relationship to the overall structure of the University and the
various academic and non-academic units.

Finally, it allows

for measurement of progress made toward pre-conceived objectives.
IX.

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

The W. R. Banks Library programs and services are designed to support and facilitate the teaching-learning process of the academic community.
c-

The library operates eighty-

.

~even (87) hours per week on 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. schedule

Monday through Friday; 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Saturday; and
2:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Sunday.

Hours vary for individual

units and these have been indicated by program.
Acquisitions/Collections Development/Cataloging
HOURS:
Monday-Friday - 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday
- Closed
Sunday
- Closed

Acquisitions:

The Acquisitions Department functions primarily

to secure all print and non-print media, equipment, and supplies
for the library through purchase or exchange.
Services:
1.

Active Assessment, Selection, and Acquisition of
materials to support the instructional and informational needs of the University community.

2.

Invitation to all faculty, staff, and students to
participate in the collection development process.
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Collection Development:

The W. R. Banks Library provides in-

formational resources for the seven (7) colleges and seventeen
(17) departments in accordance with the program priorities of
the University.

The collection is dedicated to the use, rather

than to the preservation of recorded knowledge and reflects an
emphasis on current, rather than archival needs for information.
In addition, some print and non-print media are provided to encourage students to develop and extend their intellectual abilities beyond the specific requirements of the educational programs.

See UNIVERSITY LIBRARY COLLECTION for a detailed de-

scription.
Cataloging:

The Cataloging Department services the University

by determining where each new addition belongs in the library's
book arrangement scheme through mechanically preparing materials
for the shelves, and by maintaining the Card Catalog for users.
Research Service Center
Reference Department:
HOURS:
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

...
,_

-

8:00 a.m . to 10:00 p .m.
8:00 a .m. to 5:00 p .m.
2:00 p .m. to 10:00 p.m.

With a resource collection of over 20,000 volumes, the Reference Department is the starting point for seeking information
in the library.

Included in the collection are not only the

general encyclopedias, dictionaries, almanacs, indexes, etc.,
but also the more specialized subject bibliographies, guides,
atlases, abstracting and indexing services, and references.
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Services:
1.

Orientation (General Toursl for incoming students
as requested.

2.

Bibli•o graphic• Tnstructi•o n for classes on general
or specific library resources as needed and requested by the instructor.

3.

P 7riodic Special~zed Bibliographic Series as designed and coordinated by the professional library
staff, i.e. National Library Week. Mini Series Citation Indexing Seminar.
'

4.

Readers Advisory Service through direct personal
c1-ssistance.

5.

Interlibrary Loan· Service for sources not available
in the W.R. Banks Library.

6.

Interdepartmental Photoduplication Service for
areas establishing An account.

7.

Microforrns Reading Room. See descriptive for PERIODICALS DEPARTMENT MICROFORMS.

Periodicals Department:
HOURS:
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

- 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
- 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
- 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
- Closed

Periodicals are an important part of the library 1 s collection
for not only do they inform the searcher about recent events,
but also contain very large proportion of the first appearance
of important literature, original research, and inventions in
science and technology.

The W. R. Banks Library has a grow-

ing collection of serial publications which include 2,200 journal

subscriptions,64 newspaper titles, over 103,000 micro-

forrns, a Texas Documents Collection (organizational stage},
annual reports, college catalogs, and experiment station pub-
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lications.

Periodicals personnel select, acquire, process,

organize, house, and service publications received.
Services:
l.

Patron Assistance in the location of specific journals, newspapers, catalogs, documents, etc.

2.

Instruction ·in Use of Library Resources either invidually or by groups as requested.

3.

Preparation of Periodical Holdings by subject for
classes or faculty.

4.

Reser~at~ons on materials for research purposes.

5.

Special· Permission Checkout for faculty; for students for class demonstration only. Normally,
journals do not circulate.

6.

Assistance with Difficult Research Questions involving serials.

7.

Microforms Collection which includes the Library of
American Civilication, the ERIC Collection of Documents, some journals, various black newspapers-,-the New York Times from 1854 to the present and
more~cently the Washington Post, Wall Street
Journal, Houston Post, and Houston Chronicle.Microforms are serviced from the Reference Desk, first
floor.

Special Collections:
HOURS:
Monday-Friday

-

Saturc;lay
Sunday

-

-

8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
Closed

Through the courtesy of Dr. T. K. Lawless, a noted Chicago
dermatologist, the Special Collections Room was established.
The collection includes books by and about Blacks in America
and Africa, masters theses produced at Prairie View prior to
1939, elementary and secondary textbooks adopted for the
schools in Texas, curriculum guides, etc. Prairie View year-
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books, catalogs, and various materials representing Prairie
Viewana.
Services:
1.

Active Acquisition Program for an improved and increased collection.

2.

Assistance with and/or Instruction in Use of Library Resources.

Circulation Department and Teachers' Reserve
HOURS:
Monday-Friday Saturday
Sunday
-

8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. to 10:D0 p.m.

The Circulation Department facilitates physical access to library materials for the University community by determining
policies on borrowers and loan periods, keeping records of
books charged-out, assessing fines on overdue books, assisting
readers in the locating of materials, and maintaining the stacks.
Making required readings available to students with the exception of textbooks is the responsibility of Teachers' Reserve.
Borrowers:
All .students enrolled at the University, faculty
and staff may borrow library materials from the
circulating collection.
Reference books, periodicals, and materials housed in Special Collections do not normally circulate. All other users
must receive special permission from the University Librarian to charge-out materials. A valid
university I-D Card is required for students.
Faculty and staff may use the Prairie View A&M
University Faculty-Staff Card.
Lending Period:
Regular books:
Students - 14 days
Faculty and Staff - 1 month
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Reserves:
1.

During library hours materials must be
used in building.

2.

When materials are in heavy demand, 1
hour time limit is imposed.

3.

After 9:30 p.m., materials may be chargedout for overnight and weekend use.

Overdue Charges · (Fines for Failure to Return on Date Due)
Regular Books:
10¢ per day
Reference Books:
(Non-circulating; however if taken) $2~00 for the
first hour, 10¢ for each additional hour~
Periodicals:
(Non-circulating; however, if taken) 50¢ for
first hours, 10¢ per day additional until returned. Mutilated magazines are assessed $2.00.
Materials on Teachers' Reserve:
50¢ for the first hour, 15¢ for each additional
hour up to 96 hours. Books taken without permission - $2.00 for the first hour, 10¢ for
each additional hour.
Lost Books and Non-Book Materials
Lost Books:
(All categories) Price of book plus $3.00 processing fee is assessed the borrower.
Periodicals:
$2.00 per journal or the cost of the journal if
it exceeds $2.00.
Services:
1.

Patroh Assistance in locating materials.

2.

Recalls for Teachers' Reserve.
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3.

Reservations (Holdsl for currently circulating books. Patrons are notified by phone
v?hen materials arrive.

Renewals:
Materials not in demand by other borrowers may be renewed when presented at the Circulation Desk.

Renewals may

not be made by telephone or mail and should be returned for
renewal on the date due.
University Archives
HOURS:
Monday-Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Saturday
- Closed
Sunday
- Closed
The 1970-80 Development Plan for Prairie View A&M University
set forth establishment of the archival facility at Prairie
View A&M University:

"That the college establish as one of

its primary missions, the collection, production, display,
development, discovery, and maintenance of artifacts, writings,
publications, or other material factors essential to the preservation of a culture which would assist in self-realization
and self-identity of the Negro students."

Recommendations

9, p. 17.

Services:
1.

Resource Collection for researchers on history of
Prairie View A&M University and area. Use restricted to Archives area.

2.

Assistance with locating of materials for research
purposes by University Archivist.

3.

Catalog of available sources.
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Children I s· ·Room:
HOURS:
Monday-Friday - 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Saturday
- Closed
Sunday
Closed
The collection of over 3,400 items of fiction and non-fiction
books, picture and easy books, as well as basic references
are available and accessible to those students in the teacher
education program at Prairie View A&M University and to the
children of the community.
Services:
1.

Resource Collection in support of the Teacher
Education Program. Loan periods are one week.

2.

Recreational Reading for children of the community.

3.

Special Story Hours, Films for children.

4.

Summer Reading Program for children in the community.

University Library Collections
The use of standard lists for selection and assessment
guide the quality of collection building, such as The Harvard
List of Books in Psychology, White's Sources of Information in
the Social Sciences, the American Library Association's Books
for College Libraries, Harvard University's Baker Library Core
Collection, Farber's Classified List of Periodicals for the
College Library, Education Index, etc.
Print Media
1.

Books represent extended reports of scholarly investigations, compilations of findings, creative
works and summaries prepared for educational purposes.
The current holdings of 240,000 volumes
include approximately 40,000 basic reference volumes and 200,000 volumes in the general collection.
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2.

Periodicals have become the common media for
scientific communications and usually represent
more recent information. The Banks Library current subscription list includes 2,200 periodicals
titles and 64 newspapers.

3.

Documents represent compilations of information
prepared by governmental agencies. Presently the
Banks documents collection contains an estimated
4,201 Texas State Documents.

4.

Special Collections contains approximately 9,800
books by and about Blacks along with vertical file
materials. Over 3,000 items containing modules,
guides, state-adopted textbooks, and other curriculum materials used in preparing students for
student teaching are housed in Special Collections.
Master theses from early years to 1969 are also
in Special Collections.

5.

Archives makes records available p~rtaining to the
history of the University. An estimate of holdings
in Archives indicates 14,708 items.

Non-Print Media
1.

Microforms
Microfilm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,264
Microfiche .•.••..•..•............ 95,407
Microcard. • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . 2 , 0 21

2.

Audio Recordings
Tapes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • " • • • •

Cassettes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Discs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Audio Cards •.•••••••....•.....••.
LP Records .......•.•••...• •••••••

3.

948
138
560

16mm and Super 8mm Films and
Video-Tapes
722
76
12
Videotapes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .. • • •
Filmstrips ...•.•....•..•. • • • • • • • • 1,803
79
sound Filmstrips ..••.•..•. • • . • • • •
16mm. Films . ..•.....••... · • · · · · · · ·
8I!lITl Films . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . ...
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Audio-Visual Equipment
Microfiche Reader and Printer
Microfiche Reader. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Microfiche Reader and Printer.......
Microfiche Reader. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
1
2

Tables II and III show quantitative deficiencies in
the collection by the American Library Association Standards
and the Clapp-Jordan Formula for Minimal Adequacy of Library
Collections.

The deficiences are 151,805 volumes and 25,448

volumes respectively.

American Library Association Formula
For Minimal Adequacy of Library Collections
Applied to W.R. Banks Library
TABLE I

FACTOR

Basic Collection

VOLUMES REQUIRED
PER FACTOR

NUMBER IN FACTOR
PV

TOTAL VOLS
REQUIRED

85,000

1

85,000

FTE Faculty

100

271

27,100

FTE Student

15

4747

71,205

350

130

45,500

Masters field with
no higher degree
offered

6,000

28

168,000

Masters field with
higher degree
offered

3,000

0

0

6th Year specialist
Degree field

6,000

0

0

25,000

0

0

Undergrad Major

Doctoral Field

TOTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR MINIMAL ADEQUACY------------------------------ 396,805
ACTUAL, PV, OCTOBER 1979--------------------------------------------- 245,000
DEFICIENCY------------------------------~---------------------------- 151,805

w

O'\

Clapp-Jordan Formula
For Minimal Adequacy of Library Collections
Applied to the W.R. Banks Library
TABLE II
FACTOR

VOLUMES REQUIRED
PER FACTOR

NUMBER IN FACTOR
PV, FALL, 1978

TOTAL VOLS
REQUIRED

50,750

1

50,750

100

271

27,100

FTE Students

12

4747

59,964

Honor Students

12

557

6,684

335

130

43,550

Master's Degree
programs

3,050

28

85,400

Doctor's Degree
programs

24,500

0

Basic Collection
FTE Faculty

Majors

0

TOTAL REQUIRED FOR MINIMAL ADEQUACY------------------------------------- 270,448
ACTUAL, PV, OCTOBER 1979------------------------------------------------ 245,000
DEFICIENCY-------------------------------------------------------------- 25,448

w
'1
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X.

FACULTY AND STAFF

Profile Characteristics
In addition to the director of the library, there are
currently twenty (20) full-time staff members employed in
the W.R. Banks Library.

Each is either classified as pro-

fessional or non-professional.

Professional librarians are

staff members who have a master's degree in library science
and a baccalaureate degree in any academic discipline.

Of

the ten (10) members of the professional staff, seven (7)
hold the rank of Instructor-Assistant Librarian and can share
in the teaching of library service education and educational
technology courses.

The remaining three (3) professional li-

brarians hold the bachelor's degree in library science and are
classified as Librarian II by the Texas A&M University System.
Non-professional staff are full-time members who do not hold a
library science degree.

Three (3) members of the non-professional

staff have master's degrees in other areas of specialization.
Five (5) hold baccalaureate degrees and two (2) have secretarial training.

Eighty-five percent (85%) of the staff is

female · and ninety percent (90%) are black.

The ages range from

21 to 65 years with the median age being 37.
Swnmary
Number by Rank
Professional Staff
Rank
Professor
Instructor-Assistant Librarian
Librarian II

Number
1
6
3
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Summary cont'd
Non-Professional Staff
Rank

Number

Librarian I
Senior Library Assistant
Library Assistant
Clerk-Typist
Secretary

1
6

1
2

1

Ethnicity
Black
Caucasion
Twainese

19
1
1

Recruitment and Selection:
The library director and coordinators of the various departments form the search committee of thew. R. Banks Library.
Contacts are made at professional meetings, from the various
library schools, and through reading professional journals.
Applicants selected are recommended to the W. R. Banks Library
staff, the Vice President for Academic Affairs and then to the
President.

The director invites applicants who are accepted

for employment to join the staff.
Roles and Functions:
Professional Staff
The professional staff makes a unique and important contribution to the University and to American higher education.

Among

their major functions are developing co~lections, extending bib-
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liographical control over these collections, instructing students (both formally and informally) and advising faculty and
scholars in the use of these collections.
Supportive Staff
Because of their specific skills and special abilities,
non-professional staff assist professional staff in the dayto-day operations of the library.
Development and Retention
Each staff member of thew. R. Banks Library staff is
encouraged to take advantage of whatever opportunities he can
toward professional improvement.

This includes membership in

professional organizations, advanced studies, coursework to
satisfy immediate departmental needs, personal research, and
contributions to professional journals.
Position and Tenure
Thew. R. Banks Library endorses the general policies
of the University and the Association of College and Research
Libraries, 7 a division of the American Library Association, on
promotion and tenure.

A review of the general qualifications

and criteria for promotion a.r e as follows:
Promotion
The basic quality which must be evident for promotion
in academic rank is the ability to perform at a high professional
level in areas which contribute to the educational and research
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mission of the University, such as: reference service, collection development, bibliographic organization and control.
Evidence of this level of performance may be adduced
from the judgments of colleagues on the Library Faculty, from
members of the academic community outside the Library, and/or
from professional colleagues outside the academic institution.
Additional evidence for promotion in ~ank include:
1.

Contributions to the educational function
of the university: for example,teaching,
not necessarily in a classroom situation,
organization of workshops, institutes, or
similar meetings; public appearance in the
interest of librarianship or information
transfer.

2.

Contributions to the advancement of the profession: for example, active participation
in professional and learned societies as a
member, as an officer, as a committee member, or as a committee chairman.

3.

Activities related to inquiry and research:
for example, such as publications in professional and scholarly journals; presentation
of papers; reviews of books and other literature; consulting; service as a member of a
team of experts, task force, review committee, or similar body.
Such activities should
be judged by professional colleagues on and/or
off the campus on the basis of their contribution to scholarship, the profession of librarianship, and library service.

Criteria for Promotion to Specific Ranks
Promotion to the ranks of assistant professor, associate professor, and professor requires a record of successful
fulfillment of criteria at the lower level.
Instructor - Appointments at this rank shall require
evidence of successful overall performance and the potential for
a promising career in librarianship.
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Assistant Professor - Promotion to this rank shall require evidence of significant professional contributions to the
library and/or to the institution.
Associate Professor - Promotion to this rank shall require evidence of substantial professional contributions to the
library and to the institution as well as attainment of a high
level ·in bibliographical activities, in research, or in other
professional endeavors.
Professor - Promotion to this rank shall require outstanding achievements in bibliographical activities, in research,
or in other professional endeavors.
Procedures for Promotion to Specific Ranks
Candidates from the library faculty for promotion in
academic rank shall be considered by a standing or ad hoc review
committee formed in accordance with university regulations and
the American Library Association guidelines.
Tenure (Continuous Appointment)
Tenure is defines as an institutional commitment to permanent and continuous employment to be terminated only for adequate
cause (for example, incompetence; moral turpitude; retirement
for reasons of age, mental or physical disability; bona fide
financial exigency) and only after due process.
The criteria for tenure are closely allied to the criteria
for promotion in academic rank.

The relationship between tenure

and rank is the same for library faculty as for other faculty.
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1.

Effectivness of performance as a librarian;

2.

Scholarly ability as evidenced by the execution of
significant research in librarianship or by publication.

3.

Effectiveness of service to the institution as evidenced by successful service on committees.

4.

Continuing growth as evidenced by active participation in appropriate professional and scholarly organizations and/or by the ability to handle successfully
increased responsibility.

The current status of the professional librarian below the
level of the director is instructor.

The institution is moving

toward adoption of the above guidelines.
Retention:
Staff members whose performance is rated as satisfactory or
better, who agree to accept and support (1) the Texas State
Governor's Effectiveness Program,

(2) the Objectives Rules and

Regulations of the Board of Regents, the administrative program
of the University, and (4)

the responsibilities of his job descrip-

tion are retained on the staff of the W.R. Banks Library.
Rewards and Recognition:
Staff members who distinguish themselves at the local, state,
or national level are cited for recognition by the director and
the Courtesy Committee of the W. R. Banks Library.
Retirement:
Thew. R. Banks Library currently observes Texas A&M University System Policy and state regulations on retirement.
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XI.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES

The W. R. Banks Library is an air-conditioned, threestory building that was erected in 1945 with an additiop in
1968.

The 58,475 square feet allow for a book collection of

301,000 volumes and study space for 550 student simultaneously.
Recent installation of shelving in the Reference Room cut the
total seating capacity in the library. · The Reference Room
seats 260; the Current Periodicals Reading Room, 24; the
Special Collections Room, 20; the Reading Lounge, 20; and
the Circulation Room, 200.
On the first floor are located the Reference Department,
Texas State Documents Collection, Cataloging Department, Microforms Reading Room, Collection Development cubicle, University
Archives, the Special Collections Room and a Xerox machine.
The general collection is housed on the second floor
along with the Administrative Offices, the E. B. Evans Archives, the Circulation Desk, Teachers' Reserve and the Communications Office.

Space is provided for a staff lounge and a

reading lounge.

In addition, the present structure allows

for four stack levels between the first and second floor which
are used for bound volumes.
The Acquisitions Department, Periodicals Department,
the Children's Room and the Learning Resources Center are
located in the basement.

The Acquisitions Department is lo-

cated in three connecting rooms.
made for office space.

No provisions have been
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Table I I I below assesses the building space for thew. R.
Banks Library as set forth by the American Library Association.
Space for readers, space for books, space for administration,
space for mechanical and non-book services are considered.

TABLE III
ALA Standards as Applied
to the W.R. Banks Library Building
Space for Readers:
FTE (Present)

4,747 ~ 4 - 1,186.75 number of seats needed.
1,186.75 x 25 sq.ft. - 29,668.75 sq.ft.
needed for readers.

Space for Books:
For first 150,000 volumes:
For next 150,000 volumes:
Number of hard copy volumes:

150,000
95,000
245,000

X
X

.10 = 15,000 sq.ft.
= 8,550 sq.ft .
23,550 sq.ft.

• 09

Space for Administration:
Space for Readers:
Space for Books:

29,668.75 sq.ft.
23,550.00 sq.ft.
53,218.75 sq.ft.

Total space for readers and books divided by 4 equals space for
administration.
53,218.75 divided by 4 equals 13,304.69 sq.ft.
*Formula C
Space for Readers:
Space for Books:
Space for Administration:

29,668.75
23,550.00
13,304.69
66,523.44

sq.ft.·
sq.ft.
sq.ft.
sq.ft.

*Space for mechanical and non-book services and materials must be
added to these calculations.
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TABLE III cont'd
Added to Formula C from Table I, space needed presently for the
W.R. Banks Library is:
Space
Space
Space
Space
Space

for
for
for
for
for

Readers:
Books:
Administration:
Non-Book Services:
·Mechanical Services:

Total Space Needed:
Total Space Available:
Deficiency:

29,668.75
23,550.00
13,304.69
1,878.00
7,492.00

sq. ft.
sq.ft.
sq.ft.
sq.ft.
sq.ft.

75,893.44 sq.ft.
58,475.00 sq.ft.
17,418.44 sq.ft.

W.R. Banks Library currently has a capacity of 58,475 square
feet.

From the afore-mentioned data, it is apparent that the

W.R. Banks Library facilities are inadequate.
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XII.

CLIENTELE SERVED

The W. R. Banks Library serves the information and
research needs of 3,998 undergraduate students, 1,231 gr~duate students, the faculty, staff, and administrative personnel of Prairie View A&M University.

In addition, the re-

sources of the University Library are made available to retired faculty of Prairie View A&M University, researchers,
professionals and high school students of the Prairie View,
Waller,Hempstead, Brookshire, Katy, Cy-Fair areas.
The youth of the community are targeted as special.
Included in services provided are access to the Children's
Room collection on a continuing basis, summer reading programs, as well as inclusion in special observances as planned and projected by the W. R. Banks Library staff for the
total University community.

The W. R. Banks Library serves

as the public library for the surrounding communities.
Through its cooperation in the interlibrary loan program, many patrons of other institutions benefit from W.R.
Banks Library resources.

Detailed description of the ser-

vices provided to clientele are as follows:
Faculty, Staff, and Students
No single library can provide all the materials of
potential interest to its users, therefore many libraries are
participating in cooperative programs.

The W.R. Banks Library

actively participates in reference-sharing activities.
1.

Resource sharing activities include interlibrary loans through TWX, mailing and telephone, and personal visits.
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2.

Lib~ary Tours scheduled by the library
office or by the library's reference
or public services department.

3.

~ib~ary Orie~tation designed to famil7arize the library user with the physical plant, location of facilities and
resources and detailed information on
the resources as well as their proper
and efficient utilization.

4.

Assisting faculty and students in locating, integrating, producing, evaluating, and using all types of materials
in the teaching-learning process.

Children's Library Service
The Children's Room collection of over 3,400 items of
fiction and non-fiction books, picture and easy books, as
well as basic references are available and accessible to
those students in the teacher education program at Prairie
View A&M University and to the children of the surrounding
communities.
Services:
1.

Resource Collection in support of the teacher
education programs.
Loan period is for one
week.

2.

Recreational Reading for children of the community.

~-

Special Story Hours, Films for children.

4.

Summer Reading Program for children in the
surrounding communities.

The University will continue to attract low-income family
students and will continue to provide community services because of its impact on the City of Prairie View.

The Library

will continue to serve the faculty, students, staff, and the
people of the Prairie View community as indicated by its
programs of services.
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RESEARCH

The W. R. Banks Library supports the research program
of the academic as well as non-academic units of the University.
The building of library resources in support of research is a cooperative venture between academic units and
the library.

For example, the Department of Sociology and

Social Work purchased not only the core back-sets of journals
on microfilm and in hard-copy, but also added over 400 titles
to the book collection during 1978-79 and 1979-80 academic
years.

As of September 1, 1979, the Office of Research and

Special Programs was mandated to screen all proposals for
library allocations in support of research.
Aside from in-house projects to improve operations,
the W.R. Banks Library staff began in 1978-79 academic year
to experiment with "User Education Programs" designed to
teach bibliographic skills.

To date, the study "Library

Research and Bibliographic Skills: A Success Model" has been
developed and awaits funding.
XIV.

PUBLIC SERVICES AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

The role of the University Library in public services
and continuing education is two-fold.

Not only is the unit

an information network for the various academic units, the
surrounding communities, etc. in the preparation of specific
public , •.s ervices and continuing education program, but also a
sponsor of functions that promote student, faculty, and staff
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development such as Faculty-Staff Seminar on Collection Development, Bibliographic MINI SERIES, Seminar on Citation
Indexing, "New Career Vistas" Seminar, Annual summer Reading
Program for the youth of the Prairie View-Waller communities,
the Annual "Black History Film Festival.
XV.

11

FINANCE

Resources
The W. R. Banks Library receives its financial support from· the State Legislature, the federal government, grants,
and individual gifts.
Funding Pattern
Over the past five years, the W. R. Banks Library has
received through the Texas Legislature, appropriations of over
$2,671,567.

In addition, special "catch-up" appropriations of

$200,000 were requested and received from the Legislature in
each of the years 1974-75, 1975-76 and 1976-77 for a total of
$600,000.

One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000) to

strengthen the library collection was received from the Moody
Foundation, $5,000 from the Clark Foundation, and over $2,000
in scientific journals from the Vice President for Research
and Special Programs.
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Chart I
Funding Pattern
Year
State
Federal
1974-75 . . . . . . . . . $616,549* ........ $47235
1975-76 . . . . . . . . . 865,732* ........ 4,029
1976-77 . . . . . . . . . 931,152* ........ 3,200
1977-78 ... ·····. 518,774 ........ 3,825
1978-79 ..•...... 527,957 .~ ...... 3,906
1979-80 . . . . . . . . . 542,555 ........ None
*Includes special "catch-up" appropriation
of $200,000.
Budget Resources
The budget of the W. R. Banks Library is formulated and
administered by the library director with the assistance of
members of the staff.

The Performance Evaluation and Review

Technique is employed.
In January the library director receives from the Office
for Academic Affairs the fund allocation for the library by
the Texas State Legislature as well as those guidelines designated for budget preparation by ~he Texas A&M University
System.

The staff is then invited individually as well as

collectively to submit requests for needed equipment and
supplies.

In addition, a review is made of the mission, goals,

and objectives of the library as commonly developed by the
department heads of the various units of the library.

Parti-

cular attention is given to the book collection and the periodiclas subscription list.

Consultations are made with the Library

Committee and the bibliographers of academic units on fund
allocation for books and instructional materials.
ing formula is used for departmental allocations:

1.

Two-thirds portion of the total sum
for major instructional areas is
divided equally among them.
The remaining one-third portion is
divided among the major instruc-

The follow-
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tional areas on the basis of enrollment (student credit hour
load).
From the data collected, a tentative line-item
budget is prepared, dividing the expenditures into three
(3) categories:

salaries and wages, capital outlay, and

other expenses.

Further divisions, of course, are made

within these categories.

After tentative approval by the

Vice President for Academic Affairs, the budget is then
presented to the President for approval.

After his re-

commendations, the final budget is approved.

Income Generation
According to the Coordinating Board of the Texas
College and University System, library funds are allocated on the basis of student credit hours.
determined by the Coordinating Board.

The rates are

Within the library,

funds collected through fines and the Xerox copier are
deposited in the general University fund.
Ex:eenditures
W. . R. Banks Library
FISCAL YEAR

CAPITAL
OUTLAY

SALARIES
& WAGES

OTHER
EXPENSES

$34,693**
$297,636
$271,168*
1974/75
47,754**
333,946
252,531*
1975/76
58,063**
342,504
356,458*
1976/77
67,344**
348,780
152,197*
1977/78
74,136**
356,640
131,771*
1978/79
*Includes books and equipment
**Includes subscriptions and non-print media
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The book budget increased substantially from 1972-77.
From 1977-1979, less funds were allocated.

Limited funds

plus inflation has and continues to erode the book buying
power.
XVI.

INTRA-AND INTER-INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION

The W. R. Banks Library participates in the Texas
Information Exchange, a program for resource sharing among
libraries within the State.

This gives the faculty, students

and staff access to more than 36 major library collections
within the state totaling 4 million volumes plus.
Most recently the Texas List of serials developed
principally by the State Library and other ACFL Libraries,
but containing the record of holdings for all major libraries in the state, has been published.
This one item, kept up by annual supplements, insures
that periodicals and serials will be made known to all
concerned.

Often faculty members and students have not been

aware that within a comparatively few miles, and certainly
within reasonable mailing distance,.

that the particular pub-

lication they want is available.
Another organ of cooperation - this one quite recent is the Texas State Library teletype ..network (usually referred
to as TIE), which includes eleven public libraries, the Texas
State Library and twenty-five academic libraries.

These

thirty-six institutions are tied together in .network which
permits immediate communication.

Mostly the matters discussed

on this teletype network deal with interlibrary loans.

Some
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reference questions are researched in this way and occasionally, other matters of library nature are dealt with.

But,

in the main, this network is for the purpose of finding out
who has what and where among the major libraries in the state.
The TIE members consult on such matters as budget planning, interchange of publications, uniform schedules, applications for federal grants, statistics, and similar matters.
XVII.

POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING

The Positive Image concept

as projected by the Uni-

versity is endorsed by thew. R. Banks Library.

Concerted

effort is now being made to project the library as a viable
source of information for research and study.
In order to facilitate the role of the library in the
overall program of image building of the University, the following goals and programs were set.
Goals
1.

To project the W.R. Banks Library as a
key component of the "Operation Success"
Program of the University.

2.

To promote the image of the professional
librarian as an equal partner in the
educational process.

3.

To demonstrate the professional expertise
of the staff through research and publications, quality services, participa~ion
in general University programs, committees,
etc.

4.

To work for the active involvement of the
faculty, the students, the staff, t~e alumni,
and friends in development of the library
resources, facilities, and services.

5.

To provide an environment which encourages
use of the library and its services.
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Programs
User Education
Several bibliographic guides were developed during
the 1978-79 year to assist users in the various discipline ·
areas:

Education, ERIC, Humanities, Science and Technology,

Social Sciences.

In addition several general guides were

developed; seminars and lectures given on reference sources.;
and a model for library bibliographic instruction proposed.
Library Development
The library development program is aimed at increasing resources, providing adequate facilities, improving services, training and developing staff, and research and publication.

The library seeks faculty participation in col-

lection building through recommendations of books and journals for addition to the collection, donation of books and
journals, participation in and encouragement of students'
participation in library programs.

Personal contact, writ-

ten notices, articles, and publications are methods used to
publicize library programs and activities.
F.nrids
state appropriations will remain the major source of
funds for the library.

However, the private sector will be

tapped not only for monetary support but also for collections
and other resources.
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Impact Areas
The major emphasis of the Positive Image Building
Program has been on the individual.

Patrons who find our

resources and services of quality automatically advertise
positively for us.
XVIII.

PHILANTHROPIC DEVELOPMENT

The W.R. Banks Library does not have a formal philanthropic program.

However, through the efforts of the Chief

Administrator, funds have been solicited and received in excess of $200,000 from Exxon, Gulf, Texaco, the Lehman Foundation, Moody Foundation, and the Clark Foundation.

Other gifts

have been in the form of books, periodicals, and equipment.

GOALS

FOR THE

FUTURE

1981~1987
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GOALS FOR THE FUTURE
1981 - 1987
I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this section is to establish goals
for the W. R. Banks Library for the period 1981-87.

Because

of its unique role in facilitating the overall academic program, the personal - social, and career development of students,
faculty, and staff in fostering research and public services
and continuing education activities, projection of goals were
made considering those impactors in the higher education community which impact the University as well as the assumptions
underlying the purpose and role, scope and mission of the
University .
The following goals are established for the W. R. Banks
Library.
II.

LEGAL AUTHORITY

It is expected that the University will be designated
as a special purpose institution during the 1981 Legislative
Session for mainstreaming minorities.
This designation will have special impact on the W. R.
Banks Library's program of services and collection of materials.
Consequently, the following goals are set.
Goal 1 :

To select and add to the collection print and non-print media
reflective of the needs of this
new clientele.
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Goal 2:

To add one full time librarian
whose primary responsibility
will be development of a bibliographic instruction program
on use of library resources
and services.
Implementation Years:
III.

1981-87

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The W. R. Banks Library evolved and exists as a subunit of the administrative structure of the University for
the primary purpose of serving the information and research
needs of the faculty, staff, and students.

The University

Archives functions as a repository for the historical records of the University.
Goal 1:

To continue the collection and
preservation of records of the
University in print, oral history,and any other available
means.

Goal 2:

To actively identify alumni,
former faculty, and other
agencies who can assist in
providing oral or written information on Prairie View A&M
University.

Goal 3:

To continuously update the
history of the W.R. Banks
Library.

Goal 4:

To collect and store in the
University Archives copies of
programs, articles, pictures
of w. R. Banks Library.
Implementation Years:

1981-87
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IV.

SOCIAL-POLITICAL-ECONOMIC IMPACTORS

The social, political, economic impactors confronting
the University and how these have and will impact the W. R.
Banks Library's growth and development have already been
discussed.

To insure continuous development and the via-

bility of the library in the total structure, the following
goals are set for the six years.
Goal 1:

To review continuously the impactors affecting the University and to provide an annual
report on the effects of the
economic impactors on library
operations.

Goal 2:

To seek ways to offset the economic impactors by seeking
gifts and grants to W. R. Banks
Library.
Implementation Years:

V.

1981-87

PURPOSE AND ROLE, SCOPE,MISSION

The University Library exists to meet the information
and research needs of the faculty, staff, and students.

Each

user can become self-reliant in his investigations,a skill
requisite for achievement in college and transferable to
life-long success endeavors.
Coal 1:

To review annually the purpose and
role, scope and mission of the University.

Goal 2:

To add or delete functions and services of the W. R. Banks Library as
they relate to the purpose and role,
scope and mission of the University.
Implementation Years:

1981-87
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VI.

ORGANIZATION

By the 1970's automation of routine processes was
commonplace in most libraries, many enjoyed the benefits of
library network participation, and had adopted an organizational structure to provide for the expanded and more specialized services.

In that the W. R. Banks Library is now

moving toward this goal, the organizational structure proposed is designed to effectively handle an increased collection, to provide for expanded user services, as well as to
operate efficiently the attendant information and storage
retrieval systems.
Goal 1:

To adopt a new organizational
chart along functional lines
with clear lines of authority
for more efficient operation,
staff promotion, and retention.

Goal 2:

To review quarterly the first
year, the progress made in implementation of new organizational structure.

Goal 3:

To operate the W. R. Banks Library in accordance with the
new organizational charts.
Implementation Years:
VII.

1981-87

ADMINISTRATION

Appointed by the President, the Library Director is
the chief administrative officer of the University Library.
He reports to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and insures that the library fulfills its function within the sever-
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al programs of the University.

A professional and supporta-

tive staff assists in the implementation of this function.
Goal 1:

To continue operation of the
W. R. Banks Library by System and University policy.

Goal 2:

To update procedure manuals
for all departmental areas
of the W. R. Banks Library.

Goal 3:

To form an advisory council
for library development and
support composed of students,
faculty, and community representatives.
Implementation Year:
VIII.

1981-82

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The challenge of management in libraries has increased
tremendously in recent years, influenced to a great degree by
rapid advancement of technology and the expanding scope of
library and information center activities.

These have made

many libraries into large, complex organizations.
Goal 1:

To provide a systematic approach
to planning and execution of
annual goals.

Goal 2:

To utilize in the annual planning for the W. R. Banks Library cost effectiveness/productivity techniques, management by objectives, performance
evaluation and review techniques,
planning and merit evaluation,
and zero based budgeting.
Implementation Years:

1981-87
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IX.

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

The age of information began in the latter half of
the twentieth century and is characterized by an explosion
in recorded knowledge in a broadening array of formats.

Li-

braries, consequently, have needed increased resources to
keep pace with this world-wide growth.

Instead, inflation

and the declining purchasing power of the dollar and smaller
budgets have severely curtailed libraries and library services.

The W. R. Banks Library reflects the national trend.

However, as a reservoir of resources and a catalyst of the
educational pr~cess, the Library seeks to provide an environment which encourages use of its resources, a collection supportive of the curriculum as well as the cultural and research
needs of its clientele; a comprehensive user education program
designed to acquaint and to develop bibliographic expertise;
and a dedicated and skilled staff committed to a service philosophy.

To facilitate services and improve operations the follow-

ing goals are set.
Goal 1:

To add approximately 10-15 thousand
volumes per year over the next five
years to bring the collection up to
ALA minimum standards.

Goal 2:

To assess the collection by up-dated
standard lists.

Goal 3:

To increase t l1e nu."Y'.ber of essential
journals, both contemporary and retrospective, needed to provide support to the instructional and research
programs.

Goal 4:

To secure copies of master theses done
at Prairie View A&M University beginning with 1969.
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Goal 5:

To encourage faculty participation
in book selection.

Goal 6:

To increase non-print media as
needed.

Goal 7:

To complete reclassification of
books remaining in the Dewey
Decimal Classification System.

Goal 8:

To initiate a systems development program for the automation
of routine functions in acquisitions, cataloging, serials, and
circulation.
a.
b.
c.

Systems Librarian
Systems Development Advisory
Committee
On-Line Cataloging Services
(OCLC).

Implementation Years: 1981-87
Goal 9:

To distribute the by-products
of the System Development Program to academic units and student dorms in Micro Format.
Implementation Year:
X.

1983

FACULTY AND STAFF

Investment in acquiring and maintaining an adequate,
well-trained, professional and supportative staff to implement the goals and objectives of the library as they relate
to the institution's purposes, goals, and academic programs
is essential.
Goal:

To add professional and supportative staff by guidelines
as set forth by the American
Library Association Standards
as shown by the following
summary of faculty and staff
needed.
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Summary of Staff Needed
1981-1987
YEARS*

PROJECTED
ENROLL

PROJECTED
VOLUMES

PROJECTED
PROF.STAFF

19 81/82
1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
19 85/86
19 86/87

5,471
5,447
5,424
5,401
5,379
5,355

260,000
290,000
320,000
350,000
380,000
420,000

20
20
21
20
21
22

PROJECTED
SUP.STAFF
40
40
42
40
42
44

TOTAL
STAFF
60
60
63
60
63
66

*Implementation Years

XI.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES

The W. R. Banks Library seeks to provide an environment
which encourages use of its resources, facilities, and services; adequate space - for the housing of an expanding collection, technical processing, administrative services.

By the

standards as set forth by the American Library Association,
the present three-story, air-conditioned facility erected in
1945 with an addition in 1968 (58,475 square feet with a book
capacity of 301,000 volumes, study space for 550 students simultaneously) is inadequate.
Goal 1:

To construct by 1986, a new library building with 100,000 so.ft.
requirements as set forth by
American Library Association
Standards.

Goal 2:

To purchase micro-text equipment for an expanding microfilm and microfiche collection.

Goal 3:

To install a theft-detection
system to curtail loss of val~able additions to the collection.
Implementation Years:

1981-87
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XII.

CLIENTELE SERVED

Since the beginning of colleges, libraries have been
considered an essential part of advanced learning.

They pro-

vide access to the human records needed by members of the
higher education community for pursuit of academic programs.
The higher education at Prairie View A&M University
consists of a mix of undergraduate students primarily from
the lower economic strata of the society, graduate students
of varying backgrounds, faculty members and researchers who
have matriculated at the nation is most prestigious institutions, and a local community of students, professionals and
lay persons.

In order to serve the needs of all groups, the

following goals are set.
Goal 1:

To continue to serve the information and research needs of
faculty, staff, students, researchers, professionals of the
Waller County area.

Goal 2:

To develop a comprehensive user
education program designed to
teach bibliographic skills
a.
b.
c.

Six week Block/Library Skills
Program through Nursing Concepts Classes.
Seminars, tours, disciplinerelated instruction for upper
class and graduate students.
Additional staff for public
services areas.

Implementation Year:

XIII.

1981-82

RESEARCH

Increasingly, academic libraries are becoming involved
in the research activities and some authorities in the field

I
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believe that the academic library is the only institution
capable of sustaining a research program.

Thew. R. Banks

Library staff believes that the Library's mission is many fold and consequently established these goals.
Goal 1:

To become active in informing
agencies of what is needed in
research.

Goal 2:

To encourage academic units as
well as administration of the
University to build the library
collection in support of research
activities through allocation of
funds or the purchase of materials
from funded proposals.

Goal !. 3:

To develop a commitment to research.

Goal 4:

To become discriminate consumers
and users of research data for improved operations.
Implementation Years:

XIV.

1981-87

PUBLIC SERVICES AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

The role of the University Library in public services
and continuing education is two-fold.

Not only is the unit an

information network for the various academic units, the surrounding communities, etc. in the preparation of specific public services and continuing education programs, but also a
sponsor of functions that promote student, faculty , and staff
development.
Goal 1:

To host at least one major seminar
a year.

Goal 2:

To conduct a minimum of two clinics
each year on library user education.

Goal 3:

To incorporate professional librarians
in national and local celebrations.
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Goal 4:

To promote functions that promote student, faculty, staff
development and collection development.

-Goal 5:

To secure speakers and consultants in all areas in library
development.

Goal 6:

To continue to provide a variety
of information instruction and
intepretative services to meet
the community's demand.

Goal 7:

To establish and maintain cooperative working relationships with
faculty, students, public and
private libraries within the state.
Implementation Years:
XV.

1981-87

FINANCE

Because of its unique role in the academic program,
personal, social, and cultural development of the University,
the needs in terms of collection development, facilities, resources and staff, systems development, funding sources from
the public and private sector will be needed in an increasing
amount.
Goal 1:

To request special catch-up appropriations for library development
and the construction of a new library building fran the Texas State
Legislature.

Goal 2:

To generate local, federal, and private funds to support library development as shown in Table III.

Goal 3:

To secure $9,000,000 from Permanent
University Fund to construct new
library.
Implementation Years:

1981-87

Table II
Funding Requests Fran State Appropriations 1981-87

Categories

Faculty Salaries

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

412,000

436,000

462,920

490,698

520,130

551,346

Wages

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

Other Expenses

84,800

89;888

95,281

100,997

107,056

113,479

Capital Outlay

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

TOTALS

771,600

800,888

833,201

866,695

902,186

939,825

(j\

00

Table I I I

Funding Goals For Other Than State Appropriations 1981-1987

Source of Funds

1981

1982

1984

1985

Federal

25,000

30,000

30,300

30,000

Private

11,000

20,000

27,000

TOTALS

36,000

50,000

57,000

1983

1986

1987

30,000

30,000

30,000

35,000

40,000

45,000

47,000

65,000

70,000

75,000

77,000

O'\

"°
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INTRA-AND INTER-INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION

XVI.

The W. R. Banks Library participates in the Texas Information Exchange, a program for resource sharing among libraries within the state.

Th roug h th'is program, thew. R.

Banks Library secures copies of articles, books, documents,
etc. that are not in the immediate collection from other libraries.

This arrangement is reciprocal.

Goal 1:

To continue in resource sharing
activities at the local and
regional levels.
Implementation Year:

Goal 2:

1981-82

To increase participation in
network activities as holdings
are transferred to machine readable data through automation of
cataloging functions.
Implementation Years:

XVII.

1982-87

POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING

If thew. R. Banks Library is to maintain its effectiveness, the support of the academic community must be earned.
Through a planned program of "image building" the library can
achieve cooperation and support of the administration, faculty,
staff, and students; interpret its goals and objectives;
justify expansion.

The goals that follow are geared toward

a positive image building.
Goal 1:

To update the W. R. Banks Public
Relations program.

Goal 2:

To annually review and update the
w. R. Banks Library brochures,
lists, and displays.

Goal 3:

To initiate a mass media program highlighting library services.
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Implementation Years:
XVIII.

1981-87

PHILANTHROPIC DEVELOPMENT

Philanthropy, private giving for public purpose, is a
major source of income for a number of libraries.

At the

present level of funding of thew. R. Banks Library, the marked
increase in the prices of books, periodicals, non-print media,
and other inflationary costs, an all-out effort must be initiated in the private sector so that the needs of our oatrons
can be served.
It is recognized that philanthropic development is influenced by the availability of gifts and special funding,
public relations, the relative position of the library within
the total University needs, and realistic fund-raising possibilities.

Yet, ·the needs are such that the following goals

are set.
Goal 1:

To establish a Library Development
program aimed at securing contributions (monetary, collections, etc.)
f ran the .following sources as shown
in Table IV.
a.
Alumni, faculty and staff, students and friends of the library.
b.
Industry.
c.
Annunities
d.
Government programs and grants.
e.
Trusts.
f.
Foundations.

Goal 2:

To appoint a Library Development Officer
as part of the Library Development Program
who will:
a.
b.
c.

Organize a "Friends of the Library "
group.
Actively pursue available grants and
gifts.
serve as liasion with the University
Office of Development.

Table IV
Philanthropic Contributions 1981-1987

Purposes

1981

Library
Development
a.Collections
b.Facilities
c.Subscriptions
a.Equipment

$5,000

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

$10,000

$15,000

$25,000

$30,000

$30,000

$30,000

Program
Development
a.User Educatior $2,000
b.Staff Development

$3,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$10,000

Public Services
& Continuing Ed.
a.Consultants
$2,000
b.Speakers
c.Publications

$5,000

$5,000

$3,000

$3,000

$5,000

$5,000

Unrestricted

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

TOTALS

$11,000

$35,000

$40,000

$20,000

$27,000

$2,000

$45,000

$2,000

$47,000
-.J
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THE LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER

I.

INTRODUCTION

This report is a presentation of the long-range development plan of the Learning Resources Center.
Historically, school libraries were established to provide convenient centers for books and for reading and locating
ideas and information important to the individual schools they
serve.

Leaders in the fields of Library Science and Education-

al Technology today, however, believe that the school library
should serve the school as a center for all types of instructional materials.
The Learning Resources Center is based on the concept
that the library is a place where learning occurs, rather than
one in which learning materials are stored; its function is to
promote learning by making both materials and services available to the student.

Emphasis is placed upon the movement of

information to the student not on the collection of information.

The role of the teacher changes from teaching to manag-

ing learning so that the students learn how to gain knowledge.
The emphasis is on a one-to-one student-teacher relationship,
on determining how a particular student learns, and how services can best be utilized to facilitate his learning.
Modern teaching methods advocated by curriculum developers call for extensive· and combined use of traditional
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materials with many new and different kinds of materials.
Since these methods depend for their success upon a crossmedia approach to learning, a convenient way of approaching
instructional materials on a subject or problem basis must be
immediately at hand in each school.
Present-day school librarians face tremendous challenges
in administering resources to the school's instructional pro-

gram.

One of the most pressing problems in the field of

school librarianship today is the preparation of professional
library staff members.

Traditionally, graduate programs in

library science have offered a common core of training for
librarians serving in all types of libraries.

However, as

innovations in education have emerged, the functions of
school librarians' responsibilities comprise administration,
staff supervision, educational planning, audio-visual services,
evaluation of print and non-print materials, and in-service
training for staff members and students.

Thus a new approach

to education for school librarianship is needed.
This long-range development plan consists of a status
report and goals which incorporate these ideas for the future.
A.

Definitions
Audio-Visual Coordinator - An individual who con-

sults with teachers in the selection, ordering, scheduling,
and evaluation of the media; supervises in~service training
for teachers and students; and assists in the development of
instructional media.
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Audio-Visual Communication - That branch of educational
theory and practice concerned primarily with the design and
use of messages controlling the learning processes.
Learning Resources Center -

(Media Center, Unified

Media Program Information Center, Audio-Visual Center, Instructional Materials Center, Library Media Center)--A Center whose
responsibilities are to systematically collect and acquire,
classify, store, and (upon demand) retrieve information; and
to assist in adapting it to the materials that are to be
utilized.
Instructional Technology - The scientific manner of
designing, carrying out, and evaluating the total process of
learning and teaching in terms of specific objectives, based
on research in human and non-human resources to bring about
more effective instruction.
Librarian - An individual assigned to a library to
assist teachers and students in the retrieval of information,
to inform the faculty of innovations and current development
in educatiorial trends, to assist in integrating materials
into the instructional program, and to develop a system for
dissemination of materials.
Library Media Specialist - An individual assigned to
a specific school with expertise in the broad range of both
print and non-print materials and related equipment; with
expertise to participate in the development and implementattion of policies and procedures for the organization of the
physical facilities, materials, and equipment to assure
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optimum accessibility; with expertise in applying the knowledge
of media categories to the development and implementation of
curriculum; and the expertise of providing guidance in reading,
listening, and viewing for students and teachers.
Learning Resources - All of the resources (data, people,
and other materials) which may be used by the learner in isolation or in combination, usually in an informal manner, to
facilitate learning.

Learning Resources include messages,

people, materials, devices, techniques, and settings.
are two types:

There

(1) resources by design - those resources

which have been specifically developed as Instructional System
Components in order to facilitate purposive, formal learning,
and (2) resources by utilization - those resources which have
not specifically been designed for instruction but which can
be discovered, applied, and used for learning purposes.
B.

Delimitations
It shall be the purpose of this report to document

the growth of the Learning Resources Center and to project a
total program for further development ac~ording to standards
established by the American Library Association and the Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT).

c.

Method of Presentation
The Learning Resources Center's report follows the

general taxonomy set forth by the University according to its
Master Plan entitled, "Academic Support Services".
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D.

Considerations in Relationship to Status, Assumptions,
Proposed Changes
Learning Resources Centers have been affected by an

increased size of student population, revisions and expansions
in curriculum, emphasis on independent study, technological
advances, and the explosion in knowledge as well as new concepts in management theories.
This report reflects the strengths as well as the
areas of need as indicated by these trends.

II.

LEGAL AUTHORITY

The fifteenth Legislature (1876) and the sixteenth
Legislature (1879), General Laws of the State, resulted in
an act which provided for the organization and support of an
institution in Waller County for the preparation and training
of Black youth.

III.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In 1971, the lower level of the new addition of the
W.R. Banks Library was designated as the "Learning Resources
Center."

Dr. Harry Robinson, Jr. served as Director from

1970-73, and Dr. Marion Henry assumed the position as Director
in September, 1973.
In 1973, a major decision was made to locate all of
the audio-visual equipment holdings in the Learning Resources
Center.

This decision enhanced the quality of service pro-

vided the staff, students, and teachers by qentralizing tech-
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nology with traditional print materials, thus moving closer
to a unified media center concept as expounded by the American
Library Association, Association for Educational Communications
and Technology, Texas Library Association, Texas Association
for Educational Technology, and the Texas Education Agency of
the State of Texas.
Current funding patterns do not permit the development
of the Center according . to any of the national associations'
standards.

The state of Texas has not established a standard

but strongly endorses those by the national organizations
inclhding American Library Association and Association for
Educational Communications and Technology.
IV.

PURPOSE AND ROLE

The overall historical mandates from which Prairie View
I

A&M University has derived its legal role and scope have been
well-documented.

The Learning Resources Center has evolved

and existed as a sub-unit of the administrative structure for
the primary purpose of facilitating instructional and research
needs of the students, faculty, and staff.
V.

SCOPE

Prairie View A&M University has adopted a philosophy
of success, organizing its human and material resources to
maximize the academic, personal-social, cultural, and career
awareness and vocational attainments of each student.
The Learning Resources Center is a key component of
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the process and expresses its adaptation of the philosophy
through the belief that each student can become self-reliant
in his investigations, a - skill germaine for achievement while
in college and transferable to life-long success endeavors.
VI.

MISSION

The University Learning Resources Center's (LRC) function goes well-beyond mere support of the teaching process.
The LRC is a reservoir of resources for total development and
a catalyst of the educational process.

Consequently, its

overall mission is to meet the information and reasearch needs
of the University community through an environment which encourages use of the LRC and its resources.

It is designed to

provide media supportive of the curriculum, yet sufficiently
comprehensive, generally, to develop the cultural and recreational interests of its clientele.

Its purpose is to provide

a comprehensive user education program designed to acquaint
and to develop bibliographic expertise; and a dedicated and
skilled staff cornmftted to a service philosophy.
Individual - Each contact with users of the LRC provides the opportunity to develop on a one-to-one basis, bibliographic skills.
Society - We are in an "information" society.

By meet-

ing the research, scholastic, cultural, and recreational needs
of users, the LRC serves broader public interests.
Leadership -

"Time, imagination, creativity, hardword,

commitment - those are the indredients that can transform a
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mediocre LRC program into an exciting experience".

The Uni-

versity LRC proposes to open a whole . new experience for users.
VII.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The Director is the chief administrative officer of the
Learning Resources Center reporting directly to the Vice ~resident for Academic Affairs.

His major responsibility is to

insure that the LRC fulfills its functions as an integral part
of the University and its commitment to help all members of
the University in the teaching/learning process.
To carry out this function the Director leads a staff
of t~ree support personnel:
Services,

(1) Coordinator for Audio-Visual

(2) Coordinator of Audio-Visual Scheduling, and

(3) Coordinator of Production and Reproduction of Instructional
Materials.
The Coordinator of Audio-Visual Services and the Academic Achievement Laboratory holds the rank of Instructor.
The Coordinator of Graphic Production and Reproduction of
Instructional Materials holds the rank of Clerk-Typist.
A.

Organization and Administration Policies
The policies of the Learning Resources Center are

administered by the Director and are in harmony with those
established by the University and the Texas A&M University
System.
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B.

Personnel Policies
Professional Qualifications:

C.

a.

Each staff member holding the status of instructor
must hold a master's degree.

b.

Para-professionals must hold a professional
certificate.

c.

Each member of the Learning Resources Center
holds a twelve-month contract and agrees to
the_con~itions of their employment by affixing
their signature to a Professional Employees'
Contract.

d.

The University exercises the discretion of a
yearly contract and no one is granted a contract
for a longer period of time.

e.

The University operates under the Merit Raise
System.

Fiscal Policies
Funds for the operation of the Learning Resources

Center are derived from the following sources:
Federal sources.

State and

The budget control is tPe direct responsi-

bility of the LRC Director.

All purchases must be requested

on University requisition forms.
D.

Property and Inventory Policies
All properties of the LRC, in essence, belong to

the State of Texas and are subject to the State's statutes
covering properties the same as any other unit of the University.

Each coordinator is inventoried for the property di-

rectly under his/her administration and is held accountable
for audit.
No University property may be sold or given away;
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nor can disposition be made of through exchange without written
approval of the University Inventory Clerk.
E.

Program Policies
Each coordinator is required and expected to research

his/her services and make appropriate recommendations for cost
effectiveness and improvement in services.
F.

Learning Resources Center Committee Structure
(Present Listing)
1.

Administrative Committee

2.

LRC Staff Development Committee

3.

National Library Week Committee
(Annual Appointment)

4.

Faculty-LRC Committee

5.

Courtesy Committee

6.

Special Committees are appointed
as needed.
Position

The following charts show the organization of the
Learning Resources Center:
Chart
Chart
Chart
Chart

1:
2:
3:
4~

Administrative
Administrative
Administrative
Administrative

Position Chart
Position-Personnel Chart
Programs Chart
Functions Chart
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Chart 1:
POSITION
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CHART 2:

POSITION-PERSONNEL
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CHART 3:

PROGRAMS
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CHART 4:
FUNCTIONS
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VIII.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The Learning Resources Center supports and endorses
the management effectiveness concepts of the University.

The

Office of University Management Services has provided assistance through the identification and development of models for
effective program planning, budgeting, and evaluation.

The

seven styles identified are Management By Objectives (MBO),
Planning Management and Evaluation (PME), Zero Based Budgeting
(ZBB), Cost Effectiveness/Producitivity (CE/P), Zero Defects
(ZD),

Performance Planning and ·Merit Evaluation (PP/ME), and

Program Research and Review Techniques/Critical Path Method
(PERT/CPM).

Of the sub-systems recommended, the Management By

Objectives and Performance Evaluation and Review Techniques
have been found to be most suited for cost effective management
for the Learning Resources Center.
IX.

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

Accessibility is generally recognized as a basic determinant of the Learning Resources Center and therefore bebecomes also an aspect of services in Learning Resources
Center's programs.
Faculty, staff, and students are provided the following
services.
1.

Photographic - Production of slides and_transparencies, black ~nd whit~, or c~lor pri~ts,_8mm
an d 16mm motion picture
. film, slide duplication,
and filmstrip production.
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2.

?raphic a~d Reproduction - Posters, charts,
illu~trations~ masters designed for reproduction, duplication of opaque, translucent
or transparent materials.

3.

Audio and Video Recording - Recording of campus
addresses, classroom lectures, preparation of
master recordings, and tape duplication.

4.

Consultant Services - Conversing with the faculty
and students to promote the use of audio-visual
materials and discussing audio-visual equipment
and materials to promote their use by teachers,
students; explaining the services of the LRC;
advising students using the LRC to assist in locating materials, advising faculty on available
audio-visual materials and application.

5.

Research and Evaluation - Assist in gathering
empirical data to generate and test facts, theories,
and research methodologic related to educational
technology.
And to determine how materials should
be designed, utilized and/or produced for the
teaching-learning process.

6.

Projection Services - The LRC provides audiovisual projectionist services to the faculty and
students for classroom and individualized learning settings.
X.

FACULTY AND STAFF

There are four full-time staff members including the
Director.

Learning Resources Center staff members are clas-

sified as professional and para-professional.

Professional

staff members hold m~ster's degrees or above.

Para-professional

staff members are persons with no degrees.
Of the four staff members, one hold the doctorate degree, two hold master's degrees and one a secretarial certificate.

The staff has a wide range of experience which in-

cludes public school teaching, college teaching, business
experience, and military training.

Fifty percent of the st a ff is
· f emale, one hundred percent of the staff is black ranging in age from 28 to 52.
Recruitment and Selection
Recruitment
The faculty participates in locating prospective employees; this is accomplished as follows:
1.

Vacancies are announced in a formal faculty
meeting.

2.

Qualifications are determined and approved
by the faculty

3.

Each faculty constitutes a search committee.

Selection
1.

Faculty selects individuals for interviews
after evaluating their qualifications.

2.

Final selection is made following interviews
and recommendation is made to the itVice President for Academic Affairs for employment.

Role and Functions
Each staff member participates as a major part of the
decision-making process in the Learning Resources Center; they
function at all levels of its operation.
Development and Retention
Faculty members with masters degrees are encouraged to
do advanced work in their respective fields.
Faculties with doctorate degrees are encouraged to engage in post-doctoral enrichment programs.
Promotion and Tenure
1.

Evaluation is an on-going process which involves
the administration, faculty, and students of the
Learning Resources Center.
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2.

Begi~ning with the rank of full-time instructor
or higher, the probationary period for a faculty
~embe 7 does.not exceed seven years, including within this perio~, ap~ropriate full-time service
from other universities regardless of the number
of years of service at those institutions.

Rewards and Recognition
1.

Each faculty is eligible for:
a.
b.
c.

Faculty of the Year Award.
Merit Salary Increase.
Piper Professional of the Year.

Retirement
Faculty retirement age is sixty-five.

XI.

FACILITIES

The Learning Resources Center is located on the lower
level of the W~ R. Banks Library which is an air-conditioned,
three-story structure.

The total square footage of the LRC

is 10,001 square feet.

The arrangement of the area is as

follows:
1.

Non-Print Collection of films, filmstrips,
tapes, cassettes, LPs, slides, etc. A Media
Catalog of resources is available.

2.

Equipment Delivery to the appointed place at the
appointed time and returned after use.
Advance
notification is required.
Projectors, recorders,
closed-circuit TV, and Grad-O-Mat Automatic Test
Scanning Machines are available.

3.

Learning Carrel
(100) ~esigned for group or
7
individualized instruction.

4.

Listening Stations (36) _for LP, Cassettes, Reel
Tapes, etc. , and 1.>.Recording.

5.

Advisory Assistance o~ selection and securing
of audio-visual materials.

6.

Two Classroom Areas (35 and 60 seating capacity)
for instruction or viewing purposes.
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7.

Controlled Readers (40) for individualized learning.

8.

Production Services ~ncluding mimeograph, transparencies, dry mounting, laminating.

9.

I.~. Ph~tos only for students enrolled at the
University.
·

The Learning Resources Center has equipment valued
as follows:
Equipment
LRC
XII.

Over $200
$192,379

Under #200
$11,500

Total
$203,870

CLIENTELE SERVED

The Learning Resources Center serves the information
and research needs of the students, faculty, and staff and
extends its resources to the immediate communities.
XIII.

PUBLIC SERICES AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

The role of the Learning Resources Center in public
services and continuing education is two-fold.

First it is

a unit information network for the various academic units,
and second it is a unit to foster research and continuing
development of its clientele in general.
There •is a need to support the attendance and membership in professional related organizations.

Consequently,

the following goals are set:
1.

Formation of a Faculty-Staff Development
Committee to do the following:
Encourage membership in professional
a.
organizations.
·
Coordinate
attendance
at
local,
state,
b.
regional and national meetings.
Initiate research and publication
c.
assistance.
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2.

Expansion of the LRC User Education Program.
a.
b.

Programmed self-instruction units (modules).
Slide tape presentations and other visual
materials.
XIV.

RESEARCH

The Learning Resources Center, where or when it is
applicable, provides data to assist the research programs of
the academic units of the University.
In addition to the supporting research role to the
academic units, the LRC conducts research as a form of accountability for its own program to determine the quality of the
services being rendered.
XV.

FINANCE

Resources
The LRC receives 98% of its financial support from the
State Legislature; 2% is received from the federal government.
Funding Pattern
For the years 1974-75 to 1979-80, budgeting expenditures
for the LRC ranged from 5.5% to 6.8% of the budgeted expenditures for education and general purposes.
The budgeted amount for the Learning Resources Center is,
exclusive of salaries,forrnulated and administered by the Director with the assistance of the LRC staff.

The Performance

Evaluation and Review Technique (Pert) is employed.
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Funding Pattern
1974-75 .•..••.•.•..... $55,780
1975-76 .•.•.••........ 68,288
1976-77 ....••........• 68,200
1977-78 .•.•...•..•.•.. 70,000
1978-79 .•.•..•.•...... 72,442
1979-80 •••...••••••... 73,924

Income Generated
According to the policy established by the Coordinating Board of the Texas Colleges and Universities Systems,
all funds generated through book fines, graphic reproduction
and production are desposited in the general funds of the
University.
Funds
State appropriations will remain the major source of
funds for the Learning Resources Center.
XVI. INTRA-AND INTER-INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION

The Learning Resources Center participates in the Texas
Information Exchange, a program for resource-sharing among
libraries and Learning Resources Centers ' within the state.
XVII.

POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING

The Learning Resources Center has a top priority positive
image building.

A positive image increases the utilization of

the LRC's materials and facilities by the student, faculty and
staff.

This contributes to the retention of information during

the teaching-learning process.
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The positive image building process operates in the
LRC through such elements as:
contact,

(1) publications;

(2) personal

(3) communications and (4) consultant services.

GOALS

FOR THE

FUTURE

1981~1987
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GOALS FOR THE FUTURE
1981-1987
Following are the goals established for the Learning
Resources Center (LRC) for the period 1981 through 1987.
I.

LEGAL AUTHORITY

It is not expected that the legal authority designating
the University as a land-grant institution for research, public services and the preparation of teachers will change during the next six years.
Goal 1:

To continue the land-grant
functions of instruction,
research, public services,
and preparation of teachers.

Goal 2:

To assist the University in
carrying out its proposed
mission change as a "Special
Purpose_Institution."
Implementation Years:

1981-87

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The history of the Learning Resources Center is welldefined in the legal role of the University.
Goal 1:

III.

To collect photographs, artifacts,
and other materials to support the
written and verbal information on
the history of the Learning Resources Center.

PURPOSE AND ROLE, SCOPE AND MISSION

The purpose and rol e, scope and mission of Prairie View
A&M University are expected to retain their present character-
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istics.

However, the impact of technology on knowledge explo-

sion may require changes in this expectation as it applies to
the "purpose and role" and "scope.

11

To improve
·
t h equality

and keep current with educational trends are factors considered in the goals listed below.
Goal 1:

To annually evaluate the purpose and
role of the University as it applies
to the LRC.

Goal 2:

To annually review and evaluate the
scope established for the LRC.

Goal 2:

To annually review the mission of the
University with specific consideration
to:
a.

The Individual - To provide for the
optimal learning of the individual.

b.

The Society - To serve a broader public interest by meeting the needs of
public through research, academically,
and recreationally.
Knowledge - To provide ready, accessible information.
Leadership - To provide an environment
which will foster creativity, imagination, and individually.

c.
d.

Implementation Years:
IV.

1981-87

ORGANIZATION AND AININISTRATION

The present organizational structure of the Learning Resources Center can effectively and efficiently fulfill the
needs of the students, academic programs, faculty, and staff
during the period 1981 through 1987.
Goal 1:

To annually review the organizational
structure.

Goal 2:

To operate and administer the LRC according to the organizational and
administrative structure.
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Goal 3:

To update the "Policies and
Procedures Manual" annually.
Implementation Years:
V.

1981-87

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Industry has pr·oven the effectiveness of good management systems such as Management By Objectives (MBO) and Program Evaluation Research Techniques (PERI') in reducing costs
and maintaining quality in products.

During the next six

years the following goals will be a part of the management
system/operation of the Learning Resources Center.
Goal 1:

Goal 2:

To expand the use of cost effectiveness through use of Management by Objectives and Program
Evaluation Research Techniques.
To annually review and assess the
value of the management systems used
by the LRC.
Implementation Years:
VI.

1981-87

FACULTY AND STAFF

Faculty members in the Learning Resources Center hold
master's, doctoral degrees, and secretarial certifications.
One faculty member holds the doctoral degree, two hold the
master's degree, and one hold the secretarial certification
certificate.

To provide needed professional assistance the

LRC's program will require additional faculty with expertise
as follows:
Goal 1:

To increase the percentage of faculty
with doctorate degree to a minimum
of 30%.
Implementation Year:

1983
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Goal 2:

To employ highly qualified personnel to head the projected expanded
programs as below:
Program
Additional Faculty
Photographer
1
Instructional
Designer
1
Graphic Artist
1
Television Director
1
Equipment Technician
1

Goal 3:

To. employ three graduate assistants to
assist with audio-visual laboratory
scheduling and supervision.
Implementation Years:

VII.

1982-87

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

To keep pace with the technology boom and increasing
knowledge explosion, the Learning Resources Center, during
the next six years, will expand its programs and services to
include the following goals.
Goal 1:

Expanded use of closed-circuit
television in teaching-learning
process.

Goal 2:

To establish satelite storage of
audio-visual components to increase effective utilization and
accessibility of the same.

Goal 3:

To establish a student work laboratory to increase individualized learning and preparation of learning
materials.
Implementation Year:
VIII.

1983

FACILITIES

There is a need to make learning and achievement a
reality to each student whose background may have been limited
in educational experiences, therefore, the Learning Resources
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Center will improve its services in the following areas by

the addition of new areas for teaching/learning effectiveness, namely:
Goal 1 :

To establish a audio recording studio.

Goal 2 :

To establish a video recording studio.

Goal 3 :

To establish individual preview rooms.

Goal 4 :

The rewiring of the existing learning/
listening stations to increase effective utilization.
Implementation Years:

IX.

1981-87

CLIENTELE SERVED

The University will continue to attract students with
limited educational experience whose needs will require a wide
variety of teaching experiences.

Therefore during the next

six years, the Learning Resources Center goal will be as
follows:
Goal 1:

To provide a wide variety of teachinglearning alternatives.
Implementation Years:
X.

1981-87

RESEARCH

Research is a necessary component of an organization
in order for it to make sound decisions.

Therefore the

Learning Resources Center proposes the following goals during the next six years:
Goal 1:

To conduct research which provide data to serve as a base for
revisions and expansion of its
programs.
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Goal 2:

To continue to provide data when
and wher~ appro~riate to students /
faculty in applied and basic research.
Implementation Years:

XI.

1981-87

PUBLIC SERVICES AND CONTINUING EDUCA.TION
Public Service is a part of the legal role and scope

of the University program.

The Learning Resources Center's

program is congruent with the legal role and scope, therefore, the following goals are established.
Goal 1:

To conduct a minimum of one teacher
in-service workshop per semester.

Goal 2:

To increase the effort to give professional assistance by services as
a consultant to the University in
the preparation of teaching materials.

Goal 3:

To conduct a minimum of one instructional materials workshop a year.
Implementation Years:
XII.

1982-87

FINANCE

The financial base for the Learning Resources Center is
directly related to its services and legislative appropriations.

In view of that fact, the following goal is established:
Goal 1:

The Learning Resouxces Center will
actively seek funds from the state
and federal sources.
Implementation Years:

1981-87
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XIII.

POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING

The Learning Resources Center subscribes to the belief that every student has the potential of academic success and every faculty has the potential of successful teaching, therefore:
Goal 1:

The Learning Resources Center will
conduct in-service training programs
on an extended basis to increase the
familiarity of teachers and students
with the benefits of technology in
the learning-teaching process.

Goal 2:

The Learning Resources Center will
assist teachers/students in the effective utilization of technology in
individualization of teaching and
learning.

Goal 3:

The Learning Resources Center will
improve its services by making its
materials more accessible to all
patrons.

Goal 4:

That the Learning Resources Center
will produce revised sets of brochures and will introduce a newsletter explaining how to receive
better service from its program.
Implementation Years:

1982-84
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INTRODUCTION

Graduate studies at Prairie View A&M university
consist of courses and programs beyond the baccalaure~te
level.

The Graduate School provides learning experiences

to all persons who can benefit from such experiences in
accordance witb the University's firm commitment to equal
educational opportunity.

The Graduate School provides

programs to 1.

strengthen the academic and professional
competence of students,

2.

develop the student's capacity for independent study,

3.

familiarize the student with past and
current research,

4.

train the student in the techniques of
research, and

5.

enable the student to relate his or her
research to the investigations of other
scholars and derive significant implications therefrom.

Through academic programs and curricular activities,
graduate education provides students with ooportunities to
develop and improve their abilities to read and listen with
understanding, think creatively, communicate effectively,
and solve :problems irriaginatively.
Graduate education provides a variety of opportunities
for continuing personal development of students in -
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1.

understanding and relating to others,

2.

developing respect and concern for
individual worth and human dignity,

3. · determining their identity and values,
4.

maintaining their physical and mental
well-being, and

5.

accepting their responsibility to
participate in the decisions required
of citizens in a rapidly changing world.

Graduate education provides opportunities for persons
seeking career change or advancement, re-entry into a career
field or personal enrichment.

Through the curriculum and

supportive educational experiences, the Graduate School provides students with opportunities to develop an understanding
of an appreciation for our rich heritage of human discovery
and creativity in the arts, humanities and sciences.
The Graduate School includes intercultural and international dimensions in its graduate educational programs to
enable students to gain a better understanding of other people.
Classes are scheduled to meet the needs of full and
part-time graduate students.

Nondegree advanced study is

also available for those seeking personal growth and enrichment through life long learning.

This presentation will focus

on (1) the status of the Graduate School and (2) goals for
1981 through 1987.

Basic assumptions for the Graduate School

are those for the University and are presented in the Impactors and Assumption Report.

The presentation will be organ-

ized to include the following topics:

(1) legal authority
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(2) historical background,
impactors,

social-political-economic

(4) purpose and role, scope, mission,

ization and administration,
academic programs,
facilities,

(3)

(12) students:

(6) management systems,

(8) faculty and staff,

(11) students:

(7)

(9) library,

(10)

enrollment, retention, graduation,

operation vanguard,

(14) curriculum,

(5) organ-

(13) students:

follow-up,

(15) academic research and professional

writing,

(16) public service and continuing education,

finance,

(18)

(17)

intra- and inter-institutional cooperation,

(19) accreditation,

(20) positive image building,

lanthropic development,

(21) phi-

(22) goals for 1981 through 1987.

LEGAL AUTHORITY
Authority and support to establish a Division of
Graduate Study was granted in Senate Bill 139, forty-fifth
Legislature, Regular Session of Texas.

A formal organization

for graduate studies was established by Prairie View A&M
College in 1937.

Graduate degree programs are approved by

the Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System.
As a land-grant institution, Prairie View has a threefold purpose:

Instruction, Research, and Public Service.

The Graduate School has legal authority as a unit of Prairie
View A&M university to (1)

advance educational and profes-

sional training of qualified students,
ledge through research and,

(2) to promote know-

(3) to foster public service
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through extension work, continuing education and community
services.

All professional certification programs in tea-

cher education offered by the Graduate School are approved
by the Texas Education Agency.

l .

'
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Authority and support to begin a graduate program at
Prairie View A&M University was granted in Senate Bill 139,
Forty-fifth Legislature,

Regular Session of Texas.

A formal

organization for graduate studies was established by Prairie
View A&M University in 1937.

The first enrollment of forty-

six (46) students came during the Summer Session of 1938.
Key Personnel Lineage
a.

From 1937 through 1948, the graduate programs
were administered in the Graduate School by
a Chairman, Dr. E. M. Norris.

b.

From 1949 through 1966 the program was administered by the Dean of the Graduate School,
Dr. J.M. Drew.

c.

Mr. c. L. Wilson served as Dean of the Graduate
School from 1966 to 1969.

d.

In September 1969 to May 1974, Dr. J. W. Echols
was Dean of the Graduate School.

e.

From June, 1974, to the present, Dr. Waymon T.
Webster has served as Dean of the Graduate School.

Program Development
The history of graduate studies for Prairie View has
been developmental:
1.

Curricula
a.

The initial major fields of study were
Agricultural Economics, _Agricultural .
Education, Rural Educa~ion, Rural so 7i~logy,
and school Administration and Supervision.
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b.

2.

Presently, the master's degree is offered
in thirty-three (33) fields.

Degrees Offered
a.

Initially, the degree Master of Science
(MS) was offered.

b.

In 1949, programs were initiated leading
to Master of Arts Degree (MA), and the
Master of Education Degree (M.Ed.).

c.

In 1975, the degree Master of Business
Administration (MBA) was approveq.

SOCIAL-POLITICAL-ECONOMIC IMPACTORS
This secion of the report deals with social, political, and economic impactors effecting the Graduate School.
The institution has identified and presented impactors in
the University's report on social, political, and economic
impactors.

Consideration of these impactors from the Grad-

uate School's view point, reveals that the following social,
political and economic impactors are effecting the Graduate
School:
1.

Nonrenewable Natural Resources

2.

Energy

3.

Pollution

4.

Technological Advancement

5.

A changing College Age Population

6.

Increased Birthrate

7.

The Focus on Women and Minorities
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8.

The Bakke Case

9.

The Adams Case

10.

Competency Testing

11.

Limited Financial Resources

12.

Increased Accountability and Management
Effectiveness

13.

An Adult Oriented Economic Market

14.

Chronic Unemployment

15.

Teenage Pregnancy and Parenthood

16.

Increased Need for Qualified Professional

17.

Black Student's Preference for a Black
Institution

18.

Urban Expansion

19.

President Carter's Directive to Strengthen
Black Institutions

20.

The Business Environment for the 80's

21.

Demand for a Better Quality of Life

22.

Conservation and Preservation of Natural
Resources

PURPOSE AND ROLE, SCOPE, AND MISSION

Purpose and Role
A full presentation of the University's purpose and
role is presented in the general University's report.

The

purpose and role of the Graduate School is consistent with
the purpose and role of the University.

Summary statements

of the Graduate School's purpose and role follows:
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to foster_e9uality of educational opportunity
for all citizens without regards to race creed
color, sex, religion or physical handica~s.
'
to foster cultural pluralism as an essential
ele~ent of the democratic society and of the
n~tional and statewide system of higher education.
to foster the preservation, transmission and
improvement of democracy as a governmental and
political system for the state and nation.
to foster free enterprise and capitalism in a
democratic society.
to foster Judeo-Christian ethics and values as
a way of life.
to foster a humanistic-pragmatic philosophy of
life and living.
to foster and implement the ultimate worth and
optimal development of the individual.
to foster and implement the ultimate worth and
optimal development of the natural and physical
environment.
to serve as a predominately Black institution
of higher education which is racially integrated
and non-racially segregated.
to provide a setting and opportunity for the
racial majority to have the experience of being
racial minority.
to preserve, transmit and improve the Afro-American heritage.
to serve as a statewide and national resource
center to support United States Foreign Policy
through assisting developing international
nations.
to foster job relevant saleable skills and high
quality compentencies for the individual and the
community.
to provide for the upward mobility of individuals
in the democratic society.
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to foster success achievement i·n each student.
to mainstream low i
individuals ~nd co~~~r~i=~d.c~lt~~ally_distinct
of the social and econo~ic s~~t~m. e rnaJor sector

Scope
The scope of the graduate school is consistent to the
scope of the university.

The scope of the graduate school

follows:
Graduate Level
academic specialization courses
master's degree programs
Teacher Education
in-service teacher education
Professional Programs
programs of a post bachelor's level requiring licensure
in a recognized profession.
Land-Grant Scope
these programs authorized by the Morrill Act and subsequent Acts and designated as land-grant university
functions.
Continuing Education
those courses or programs recognized as Continuing
Education for which C.E.U. may be awarded.
Research
the discovery and investigation of facts or principles
as related to low income and culturally distinct individuals and communities but open to any other aspects
of the society.
Public Service
the delivery of information, assistance, aid products
or any other items of use to low income and culturally
distinct individuals and communities but available to
other segments of the society.
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to foster the "Reality Education Process" in
individual and institutional development and
growth.
to provide open access to the University for
indi~iduals, with adequate safeguard for recognized standards but removing interventions
which have little relevance to exit standards
and terminal success measures or indicators.

Mission
The mission of the Graduate School is consistent with
the mission of the University; which focuses ~pon the individual, society, knowledge, leadership and quality.

The

mission of the Graduae School follows:
1 NV1 V1VLJAL

The mission of the graduate programs in relationship
to the students seeks:
1.

to provide for the realization of the optimal
potential of each graduate student.

2.

to provide the optimal development of positive
thinking, positive mental attitude and reality
orientation.

3.

to provide for the optimal academic and professional success in terms of advanced scholarship,
research, problem solving capabilities, and administrative and management leadership roles.

4.

to provide for optimal personal/social success
in terms of personal health, social development,
economic well being, cultural and aesthetic development, citizenship, personal and intergroup
self esteem, and leadership roles.
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5.

to provide for optimal career success in
~erms of preparation for; entrv or re-entry
into; upward mobility; and, advancement in
preferred career choices.

The mis~ion of the ~raduate School is to provide a
profe~si~nal education program of first class quality.
Th7 mission of the professional program in relationship to the student seeks:
1.

to P:ovide for the realization of the optimal potential of each student in terms of his professional career.

2.

to provide for the optimal development of positive thinking, positive mental attitude and
reality orientation in terms of the designated
profession.

3.

to provide for optimal academic and professional
success in terms of advanced scholarship and
professional competencies.

4.

to provide for optimal personal/social success
as related to the designated professional field.

5.

to provide for optimal career success in terms
of preparation for; entry into; upward mobility;
and, advancement in the designated professional
career.

Li6e-Long Lea~ning
The mission of the Graduate School is to provide first
class quality life-long learning experiences as revealed by the need of individuals or the local, state,
regional, national or inte 7nat~onal coi:nmuni~y. The
mission of life-long learning in relationship to the
student seeks:
1.

to provide for the realization of the optimal
potential of each enrollee r 7gardless of age
or personal/social or economic status.

2.

to provide for optimal develo~ment of positive
thinking, positive mental attitude and reality
orientation.
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3.

to provide for optimal academic success
professional success, personal/social '
success or career success in terms of any
aspec~ of the life-long learning continuum
in which the enrollee elects to participate.

4.

to provide programs for community improvement
as revealed by community need assessments.

THE SOCIETY
The mission of the Graduate School is related in a
relevant and meaningful manner to its societal communities, i.e., local, state, regional, national and
international in terms of understanding, interpreting,
investigating, researching, rendering service, and assisting in improvements of the society in relationship
to such present and impinging problems as:
1.

national and world population

2.

quality education for all people and nations

3.

human rights

4.

human productivity and creativity

5.

appropriate technology

6.

establishment and refinement of social,
political and economic systems

7.

perfection of government and governmental
agencies

a.

recreation and effective use of leisure

9.

mental and physical health

10.

housing and transportation

11.

law, order, and crime

12.

conservation of human, material, and natural
resources
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13.

industrialization and technology

14.

political, religious and ideological
harmony

15.

peace and brotherhood

16.

poverty and hunger

17.

aesthetics and the arts

18.

foreign affairs and international relations.

KNOWLEVGE
The mission of the graduate school is to identify,
transmit, preserve, discover, investigate and validate
knowledge beneficial to low income and culturally distinct people as well as the general population through:
1.

teaching and learning

2.

research, experimentation and demonstration

3.

knowledge storage-banks established in the
form of the libraries and other depositories

4.

advanced technology used in the retrieval
and storage of knowledge

5.

graphic, visual, and auditory media used
for knowledge dissemination.

LEAVERSHIP
The mission of the Graduate School is to foster first
class leaders and leadership through the quality of the
persons it develops, the programs it offers, the research
it conducts, and the services it renders.
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FIRST CLASS QUALITY

The mission of first class quality is given to the
University in its statutory authority as well as its
philosophical orientation.
lates

The Graduate School re-

high quality to its own purpose and role, to

its own mission, and to its own. goals.

The same cri-

teria of first class quality that applies throughout
the University also applies to the Graduate School.

In

seeing to achieve these standards, the students, faculty, administrators and alumni must demand of themselves whatever is necessary to achieve this goal.

The

State Legislature together with the federal government,
private foundations and friends of the University must
be willing to provide the financial means to make first
class quality possible.

By constantly striving for

superiority, "islands of greatness" will begin to emerge
from the sea of mediocrity.

These islands should be-

come a great educational plain characterized by excellence.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
Organization
The Graduate School of Prairie View A&M University is
organized to serve the students in reaching their goals,
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earning a graduate degree or extending their education at
the graduate level.

The Graduate School is the administrative

unit which offers graduate programs which are served by the
course offerings and activities of the colleges of agriculture,
arts and sciences, business, education, home economics and
industrial education and technology.
The Graduate School consists of an administration, a
Graduate Council, a Graduate Student Council, a director for
each graduate program, and the graduate faculty drawn from
the several colleges.

The Graduate Council makes policy ad-

ministered by the dean and staff.

These policies are in

keeping with general University policies.

The Graduate Student

Council assists the Graduate School Dean in an advisory capacity.

Each graduate program is organized and operated by a

program chairperson.

Courses are taught by the graduate fac-

ulty through the departments of the several colleges.

The

organizational charts for the Graduate School follow and are
located in the General University Organization Volume.

Administration
. The Graduate School utilizes the established policies
and procedures of Prairie View A&M University in regard to
administrative policies, property and inv~ntory policies,
pprogram policies and general policies.

In addition to es-

tablished university policies and procedures, policies and
regulations affecting graduate curricula and requirements
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leading to graduate credits, certification and degrees are
formulated by the Graduate Council.

Policies concerning

the following aspects of the graduate curriculum are established by the Graduate Council and published in the Graduate
School Catalogue:
seniors,
work,

(1) admission,

(3) degree plans,

(2) graduate work by

(4) course loads,

(6) English usage requirements,

didacy,

(8)

foreign language option,

(5) quality of

(7) admission to can(9)

time limit on mas-

ter's degree, and (10) student petitions and appeals.
In addition, policies concerning graduate credit are
established by the Graduate Council and include the following aspects of acceptable graduate credit:
credits,

(2)

extension credits,

(3)

(1) transfer of

thesis and seminar paper,

(4) comprehensive examination, and (5) final examination.
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CHART I I I
PROGRAM
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The use of management systems in the operation
and administration of the Graduate School is essential.
The management systems concept employed by Prairie View
A&M University has the endorsement of the Graduate School.
A plan is being developed to train graduate staff members
to implement the following management systems and to:
(1) adopt and effect a management philosophy and (2) exhibit
this philosophy as specific administrative behavior.
current systems utilized are:

(a) management by objectives,

(b) planning, management effectiveness,
geting,

The

(c) zero-based bud-

(d) cost effectiveness/productivity,

(e) zero defects,

(f) performance, planning and merit evaluation,

(g) per-

formance, evaluation, review techniques, and (h) critical
pa th method.
The Graduate School is currently utilizing the following management systems:
Management by Objectives - ~~nagement objectives are
established each day and activities are planned to
meet the objectives.
zero Defects - Efforts are made to eliminate errors
in the daily operation, thus, cost-effectiveness and
high productivity can take place.
Performance, Evaluation, Review Techniques - T~is management systems allows the Graduate.School to incorporate
the assessment of such factors as time, cost and performance and allows for replanning and recycling as needed.
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ACADE.MIC PROGRAMS

The Graduate School offers programs leading to the
.Master of Arts degree, Master of Science degree, Master of
Business Administration degree and Master of Education degree.

In addition, the Graduate School offers Endorsements,

Professional Certification Programs, and Student Programs.
Graduate Programs
The Graduate School offers graduate programs leading
to the master's degree in the following areas:

Agricultural Economics,
MS Degree
Agricultural Education,
MS Degree
Agricultural Extension Education, MS Degree
Soils,
MS Degree

Co.tle.ge. o 6 A1e.u a.nd Sc..le.nc.eA
Biology, MS Degree
Chemistry, MS Degree
Economics, MA Degree
English, MA Degree
Geography, ~ Degree
Health, MS Degree
Health, Recreation and Physical Education, MS
History, MA Degree
Mathematics, MS Degree
Music Education, MA Degree
Music Theory, MA Degree
Applied Music, MA Degree
Political Science, MA Degree
Sociology, MA Degree

Co.tle.ge. o 1l Bu.h.lne..6.6
Business Administration (Undif.)
MBA Degree
Accounting, MBA Degr~e
Business Administration, MBA Degree
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Business Education MS Degree
Finance, MBA Degre~
Management, MBA Degree
Marketing, MBA Degree
College o 0 Educ.a.~-i..on

Educat~onal Administration, MS and MEd Degree
Educational Technology, MS Degree
El~rnentary Education, MS and MEd Degree
Guidance, MS and MEd Degree
Secondary Education, MS and MEd Degree
Specia~ ~ucation, MS and MEd Degree
Supervision of Instruction, .tv'..S and MEd Degree
College. 06 Home Ec.onom-i..c..o

General Horne Economics, MS Degree
Horne Economics Education, MS and MEd Degree
College

on

1ndu,.s~ua.l Educ.a.t-lon a.n.d Tec.hnologq

Industrial Education, .tv'..S and MEd Degree

Degree Programs

(General Requirements)

The master's degree program requires a minimum of
thirty (30) semester hours beyond the bachelor's degree.
Generally, at least twenty (20)

semester hours of graduate

work in the major field and ten semester hours in the minor
field will be required.
A minimum of thirty (30) semester hours, exclusive of
thesis, with an average grade of "B ", or better, in courses
approved for graduate credit, is required for the degrees of
Master of Arts and Master of Science.

Thirty-six (36) semes-

ter hours of course work are required for the degree of Master
of Education.
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1.

Ma.t.:te1t ofi Ah.:U:i Ve.gn.g.g.

The purpose of the Master of Arts degree are:
to dev7lop the student's ability for continued
sel~-direct7d study in this field of specialization; to improve the student's professional
competence, and to enable the student to broaden his cultural background; to develop his
personal and social responsibility and to prepare for community leadership.

2.

Ma..6:te.n. 06 Science Ve.g)[.ee.

The Graduate School offers the Master of Science
degree in certain natural sciences and in curricula which stresses improving occupational
competency in business and industrial firms and
in the public and social agencies of the community.
These programs emphasize applied knowledge and
professional skills.
They are designed to develop
in the student an extensive knowledge of his
academic field, competence in research procedures,
and a deeper understanding of human behavior.
The programs seek to develop a student's ability
to solve problems through combining findings of
research with technical skills of occupations.

3.

Ma..6:te.n. 06 Bu.6in.e.6.6 Admin.i.6:t)[.a.:tion Ve.g)[.e.e.

The purpose of the program for the Master of
Business Administration degree is to develop
insights, analytical skills, and competences
essential to a satisfactory performance as an
executive in contemporary business.
4.

Ma..6:te)[. 06 Educa.:tion.

The Master of Education Degree is a specialized
professional degree appropriate for those who
plan careers in teaching or related.careers.
Prerequisites for this degree are eighteen (18)
semester hours of undergraduate education credits
and two or more years of teaching experience. A
written research report and/or special project
of exceptional quality will be required of each
student for this degree.
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Professional Certification Programs and Endorsements
Professional Certification Programs are offered in
the Graduate School for public school teachers, Counselors,
Supervisors and Administrators.

Upon satisfying the re-

quired competencies in the certification programs, the student earns the professional certificate in the area of
specialization.

Projessional Certification Programs are in

the following areas of specializa_tion:
1.

Elementary Education

2.

Secondary Education
a. ::, _Biology
b.
Business
c.
Chemistry
d.
Health, Recreation and Physical Education
e.
Industrial Arts
f.
Mathematics Education
g.
Social Studies

3.

Special Services
a.
b.
d.
e.

4.

Administration
counselor Education
Reading Specialist
Supervisor

Vocational Education

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Agricultural Education
Home Economics
vocational counselor
vocational Supervisor
vocational Administrator (Proposed)

Endorsements are offered in the following areas:

1.

Kindergarten Education

2.

Language Le arning Disabilities

3.

Special Education
(Mentally Reta rd ed)
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Special Programs
The Extension Program is designed for those who are
unable to take university work in resident but who wish to
pursue collegiate study for purposes of resuming an interrupted or incompleted education, to enhance professional or
vocational abilities, or for personal growth and fulfillment.
Extension offerings include regularly established
university courses as well as non-credit seminars and conferences.

Workshops and courses designed to meet the needs

of particular groups and communities may be initiated at
various times during the year.

Any adult may enroll in an

extension course providing he meets the prerequisities of
the course;

i t is not necessary that he be admitted or be

enrolled in the regular university residence program to be
eligible to enroll in these courses.
Extension courses are entirely self-supportive; registration fees must support the classes and programs offered.
No more than six semester units of extension credit taken
through this university; assuming appropriate approvals, may
be applied toward a master's degree at this insituttion.
Extension credit may not be used ot fulfill the minimum residence requirements for graduation with a degree.
Graduate Student Association
The Graduate student Association consists of graduate
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students enrolled in the six colleges offering graduate
programs.

The Graduate School Association participates in

nominating students to serve on Academic Committees and
other campus committees.

Members of the Graduate Student

Council are elected by the Graduate Student Association.
This Council serves as a medium through which students make
their opinions known and to discuss issues which concern
them.

The Graduate Student Association often invites fac-

ulty and administrators to discuss a variety of issues.
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FACULTY AND STAFF

Graduate faculty members are classified as regular
faculty members or associate faculty rrembers.

Regular fac-

ulty members are persons who have earned the doctorate and
are assigned to teach in the discipline in which he holds
the highest earned degree.

In some cases experience and

high productivity may substitute for the doctorate.

Asso-

ciate faculty members are persons who have completed a
minimum of one full year of graduate work beyond the master's
degree and assigned to teach in his major discipline.

As-

sociate members teach graduate courses, serve on graduate
committees but are not authorized to direct work of the candidates for the master's degree.
The staff of the six (6) colleges offering graduate
programs is under the immediate supervision of the college
dean in consultation with the graduate dean.

Chart V sets

forth the names of graduate faculty, highest degree earned,
institution from which the highest degree was earned and
major discipline.

Recruitment and Selection
Responsibility and procedures for identifying, ap. ·
praising,
nego ti·ati·ng with , and selecting new graduate faculty members, are clearly defined.

Employment criteria for
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prospective faculty members are established and are consonant with the purposes of the institution and with continuous
advancement in the academic quality of the institution.
These criteria includes appropriate requirements of academic
preparation and experience for the cuties to be undertaken.
The Graduate school makes an active search for suitable faculty members and provides for adequate investigative
expense.

The search includes accumulation of amply informa-

tion on each candidate considered, and the information is
validated with official transcripts and documentation.

In-

terviews are conducted with the candidate by all officials
held responsible for the academic program.

Development and Retention
The graduate school encourages professional development
by affording opportunities, such as leaves of absence for
study and research, research facilities, membership in professional organizations, attendance at professional meetings
and in-service training.

The expected professional growth

of each faculty member is explained during the employment
interviews.

Rapid technological advances and constantly

·
c h anging
emp 1 oymen t practices demand that faculty keep abreast
of current developments.
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Promotion and Tenure
The university's policies, guidelines, and prodedures
for promotion and tenure are followed in recommending graduate faculty members for promotion to higher academic rank,
and in acquiring tenure.

Rewards and Recognition
The Graduate School follows the University's policies
that relate to rewards and recognition of the ~raduate faculty.
The University recognizes individual achievement as a basis
for merit salary increases and letters of commendations.
Rewards and recognition are given for:
. teaching competence and creativity
. effective assistance to student in
worthwhile activities outside the
classroom
. administrative and committee work to
facilitate or improve the work of the
university as a whole
. writing of professional papers, articles
or textbooks
. representing the university as lecturer
or discussion leaders
productive research f~r immediate or
ultimate public benefit.

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
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REGULAR GRADUATE FACULTY
N A M E

HIGHEST
DEGREE EARNED

INSTITUTION FROM WHICH
HIGHEST DEGREE WAS EARNED

TEACHING AREA

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Brams, Eugene
Harris, Thomas S.
Mangaroo, Arthur S.
Parks, Alfred Leon
Pinkerton, Frank
Richards, Freddie
Strickland, Cecil L. Sr.

Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph . D.
Ed. D.

University of Florida
University of Illinois
Ohio State University
University of Illinois
Texas A&M University
Pennsylvania State University
North Carolina State University

Soil Science
Soil Science
Soil Science
Economics
Animal Science
Education (Dean)
Education

University of Cincinnati
University of Tennessee

Economics (Head)
Economics

COLLEGE OF ARTS ANV SCIENCES
Vepa~tment 06 Eeonomie~ and Geog~aphy
Kithcart, Phillip Eugene
M.A.
Thiagarajan, K. R.
M.A.
Vepa~tment 06 Engli~h
Eiland, Millard
Thomas, Emma Joahanne

Ph.D.
Ed.D.

Louisiana State University
Washington State University

Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.

Univers_ity of Colorado
Texas·A&M University
University of Wisconsin

Ed.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.

University of Houston
University of Texas
University of Houston

English (Head)
English

Vepa~tment 06 Hi6to~y
Carter, Purvis M.
Rao, Anasuya S.
Woolfolk, George Ruble

History
History
History

(Head)

Vepa~tment 06 Mathematie6
King, Vera C.
Stewart, Alfred D.
Thorton, Evelyn

Mathematics
Mathematics (Head)
Mathematics w
I

w
I--'

Hawkins,

Frank T.

Ed.D.

University of Houston

D.M.A.
Ph.D.
D.H.A.
Ph.D.

Ph.D.

University of Iowa
Ohio State University
Indiana University
Peabody Conservatory of Music
Eastman School of Music

Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.

Norte Dame University
University of Florida
Purdue University
University of Houston
University of Texas
State University of Iowa
Illinois Institute of Technology
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Mathematics

Vepah~men~ 06 Mu-0~e

Ashford, James T.
Hebert, Rubye N.
Henry, Robert A.
Kelley, Danny R.
Wyatt, Lucius R.

Music
Music
Music (Head)
Music
Music

Vivi~ion 06 Natuhal Science~
Berry, Jewele
Brown, George
Coats, Lorenzo
Cole, Larry
Humphrey, R. D.
Martin, Edward W.
Washington, Arthur C.
Williams, John Raymond

Vepahtment o 0 Health, Phy~ical Education and Recheation
Moore, LeRoy G.
Ryder, Hollie A.
Wood, Curtis A.

Ed.D.
Ed.D.
Ed.D.

University of Northern Colorado
University of Arkansas
Columbia University

Biology
Biology
Biology
Chemistry
Biology
BioJogy (Head)
Biology
Chemistry
Health & Physical Educ. (Head
Phy. Education
Health Education

Vepahtment 06 Political Science
Davis, Hulen M.

M.Ed.

Prairie View A&M University

Political
Science (Head)

Vepahtment 06 P~ychaldgy
Beasley, John
Settles, Carl E.

Ed.D.
Ph.D.

Washington State University
University of Texas

Psychology (Head)
Counseling

Vepahtment 06 Social Wohk and Sociology
Williams, Sarah

n.

Ph.D.

University of Texas

Socio logy (He;. . d)
w
I
w
Iv

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Bhagia, Gobind s.
Hawkins, Dorisula Dorlyne
Jain, Lal C.
·
Lee, Donald Ray
Rollins, Bernice B.
Soliman, Mostafa A.
Tyler, Ester J.

Ph.D.

Oregon State University
University of. Houston
Jiwaji University (India)
University of Houston
Arizona State University
Iowa State University
University of Houston

Ed.D.
Ph.D.

Ed.D.
Ed.D.
Ph.D.
Ed.D.

Accounting
Ofc. Admn.
Management
Finance
Business (Dean)
Business
Business

COLLEGE OF EVUCATION
Educational
Aikens, Louis L.
Bailey, Martha L.
Booker, Clarissa Gamble
Brooks, Ernest T.
Gordon, Irvine C.
Grossman, Gwendolyn
Harper, Joe W.
Hendricks, Harry G.
Henry, Marion
Kendall, William
Lewis, Willie Mae
Stafford, George H.
Starling, Iredell D.
Trotty, Willie F.
Webster, Waymon T.

Ph.D.
Ed.D.
Ed.D.
Ph.D.
ME.D.
Ed.D.
Ed.D.
Ed.D.
Ph.D.
Ed.D.
Ph.D.
Ed.D.
Ed.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.

Bowling Green State University
University of Houston
University of Houston
Ohio State University

Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.

Cornell University
Texas Woman's University
Oklahoma State University
Iowa State University

Education (Dean)
Food & Nutrition
Education
Education

Texas A&M University
Texas A&M University
University of California at Los Angeles

Ind. Educ.
Ind. Educ.
Ind. Educ. (Dean

Flo~ida A&M University

University of Houston
North Texas State University
Colorado University
Syracuse University
University of Houston
Temple University
Cornell University
University of Houston
Purdue University
Texas A&M University

Administration (He

Early Childhood
Reading
Guidance (Head)
Guidance
ElGIEntary EducRti
Administration
Education (Dean)
Educ. Technology
Special Education
Guidance ·
Guidance
Administration
Administration
Guidance

COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS
Byrd, Flossie Marian
Cooksey, Dymple C.
Diggs, Delilia L.
Kizer, Dorothy

COLLEGE OF INVUSTRIAL EVUCATION ANV TECHNOLOGY
Bonner, Harold Scott
Boyden, Lloyd Rogers
Collins, Samuel

Ed.D.
Ed.D.
Ed.D.

w
I

w
w

Edwards,

Cha r les T., Jr.

Webber, Elvin Harold

Ed.D.

Ph.D.

University of Houston
University of Michigan

Ind .

Educ.

Ind. Educ.

w
I
w
~
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A.<;SOCIAlE GRl-\,lJJA.TE FACULTY
INSTITUTION FROM WHICH
llIGHEST DEGREE WAS EARNED

TEACHING AREA

M.S.**
M.S.*

University of Wisconsin
Kansas State College

Economics
Animal Scienc

M.A.**

University of Colorado

English

HIGHEST
DEGREE EARNED

NAME

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Key, Nathaniel
Weatherspoon, Lindsey

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Ve.pa1ttme.nt 06 Engll~h

Ledbetter, Frankie B.
Ve.paJttme.n-t 06

1'.lltf.>-tC.

Garrett, Conally Shelton
McQueen, William F. III

M.M. *
M. S. *

New England Conservatory of Music
Florida State University

Music
Music

Ve.paJttme.n.t o 6 Health, Phtjf.>-tc.a .e. Edu.c.ation and Re.c.1te.at-i.on
English, Leon
Wright, Hoover J.

D~pa1t.t111e.11t a 6

P,!>

M.Ed.

University of Southern California

Pennsylvania State College

Physical Ed.
Health & Phys.

yc/talogy

Sumners, Victor

Ve.µa1t.tme.nt

M.S~**

M.A.*

University of Texas

Education

Howard University

Sociology

06 Social Wo1tk

·Poindexter, Jimmie

M. S. \v. *

w
I
w

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Collier, Savannah

M.S.

*

Prairie Viei;

l\&r1

College

Business

t.n

:>lyl.er, Royce
Xocd~ DaiGy

M. B.A.

M.B.~-~-

*

University of Texas
Columbia University

*

Bu s in ess

Business

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

*

Boucher, Lyda
Briley, Carl

M.A.

Carreathers, Raymond E.
Chung, Young H.
Clark, Ross Darrye
Coleman, Lee Roy
Dade, Billy
Dickson, Jerry
Guidy, Arrender
Hestand, Donald
Houston, David
Jenkins, Thomas V.
Kirven, Jameanna
Lee, Theodore
Mcclendon, Othelia M.
Mcclendon, Samuel
McDonald, Lucy
Moore, Charles
:'v:'iu~l~, Chacl~s r.
Summers, Ruby
Williams, Lora L.

M.Ed.

Ed.D.

Ph.D.
M.A. *

**

M.Ed.

**

Ed.D.
M. S. *
M.S .,

*

Ed.D.
Ed.D.
Ph.D.

Ph.D.
M. Ed. *
M. Ed. **

M.S.
M.A. *
M.A.

*

t'1.::;. *

M.A. *
M.S. *

Sul Ross University
East Texas State
Southeastern State College

University of Oklahoma
Sul Ross University
Prairie View A&M University
University of Chicago
North Texas State University
Prairie View A&M University
University of Houston
North Texas State
University of Texas
Bloomington, Indiana University
North Texas State University
East Texas State University
Virginia State College
Prairie View A&M University
Fisk University
Prairie View A&M University
Texas Southern UniversityGeorge · Peabody College

Education
Education
Education
Edu.cation

Educ ation
Education
Education
Admin. & Suprvs
Education
Education
Education
Admin. & Suprvs
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY
Jackson, Eugene G.
Mack, Joseph

M. S.

M. S.

**
**

Kansas State Teachers College

Drvr.

Pennsylvania State University

Indus. Arts

&

Sfty.Ed.

* 30 additional credit hours above highest degree
**completed all work for terminal degree except dissertation

w
I

w

°'
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LIBRARY

The library holdings at the present time number
in excess of 245,000 volumes

0

More th an 70,000 volumes

of books are considered graduate education materials.
The collection is balanced and includes bibliographies,
dictionaries, encyclopedias, indexes, abstracts, books
on theory, philosophy, methods, curriculum development,
building facilities, child psychology, educational psychology, general psychology, organization, administration,
supervision, student teaching, research methods, information and reports on conferences, institutes, workshops,
educational surveys, etc.
In addition to volumes, the Library maintains a
growing collection of 2,700 bound magazines, 4,500 journals, 67,900 uncatalogued documents, 2,749 pictures, 707
films, 1,847 filmstrips, 525 maps, 3,232 microfilm reels,
1,200 phonograph records, 878 slides, 912 tapes, and
3,500 master's theses.

The library collection provides

additional resources through printed catalogs of scholarly libraries, printed catalogs of international libraries, Library of congress, periodical indexes, subject
bibliographies, union lists of important printed a nd
special materials, abstracts and abstract journals, re.
ls and guides to various other
search reporting JOUrna
,
resources.
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The growing collection of thew • •
R Banks Library
is balanced in its present stage of development and is
adequate to support the present advanced programs.

The

staff continually evaluates it collection against such
basic lists as the Shaw List of Books for College Libraries, the Southern Association's Classified List of Reference Books and Periodicals, the Choice Opening Day
Collections, and the Books for College Libraries, the
Julian Street Library, and definitive bibliographies of
major subject areas.
A survey to update the present holdings by academic
discipline is currently underway.

1

The results will be

checked against the recommendations of professional societies and organizations in each discipline.

Future

acquisitions based on planned growth in each discipline
will achieve a more respectable balance.

FACILITIES
Graduate school administration is currently conducted
in a frame building located on Third Street.

This facility

comprises two offices, a reception area, and a room for
storage.

Instruction and instruction related activities

of the Graduate School are conducted in the following
facilities:
Harrington Science Building

·
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Health

&

Physi· ca 1 Ed ucation
.
Building

Hobart Thomas Taylor Sr. Hall
Education Building
Old Science Building
Industrial Education Building
Home Economics Building
Engineering Building
Animal Industries Building
Small Class Building
Spence Hall
Education Building (Bishop College)
Education Building (Paul Quinn College)
Science Building (Houston Community College)
Academy High School, Temple Texas
Nursing Center, Houston, Texas
Aldine High School, Aldine, Texas
Lamar High School, Rosenburg, Texas
Smithville High School, Smithville, Texas

STUDENT:

ENROLLMENT

The Graduate School has a well-formulated admission
policy for each of the levels of graduate work offered.
Enrollments in graduate programs are sufficient to provide meaningful interaction between graduate students and
between students and faculty.

The table that follows in-

dicates the graduate enrollment by colleges from 1974-1979.

PRAIRIE

VIEH' A&M

'

UNIVERSI"rY

1974-75 thru 1979-80
GRADUATE ErmOLU'1ENT BY COLLEGE , .
---

COLLEGE

ENROLLMENT FIGURES BV V[ARS

-----~------·
197•1-1975 1975-1976 1976-1977
·re::

..:.::..acx

- ==uxt:.:tw«:su.!JltJlm

College of Agriculture

College of Arts and Sc5.ences

College of Business

College of Education

College of llome Economics

College of Industrial and Technology

\I=>-==-=,-,:-.

1977-1978

""""

1978-197')

1979-1980
~~--=

13

24

7

20

21

15

156

241

297

271

171

93

16

69

66

92

88

15 7

866

1058

828

791 .

771

836

5

9

7

10

9

6

138

172

126

87

80

66

I

I

1

==-=--~

,

mmru~

I
Total uniue~aity G~aduate En~ollment

w

1194

by Aeademie Yea~j
1

L~--'-=~:.J::!!:."'-!>IC . m -

1573

1331

1271

111~0

1173

~~==-=-·-·<e?==~~==--~=x:=--·~ .x...--:::=x'

1l
'o
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STUDENTS:

OPERATION VANGUARD

Recruitment Model
The Graduate School has adopted the University's
model for the recruitment of graduate students.

The

following components of the University model are utilized in the Graduate School.

Goals are established for

the recruitment of the following in and out of state
student:
graduating seniors
public school teachers
business, industry, government employees
former students
veterans
others
The following activities are utilized in meeting
the recruitment goals:
career conferences
speakers bureau
college campus visits
mailings
college community visits
media public information
publications
personal contact
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Selection Criteria

1.

T~e undergraduate record, Particu1arl in
!~=~~!t~e;~ted to the applicant's-pro~ected
udy, must reflect a grade point
av~rage of 2.75 or better. There must be
evidence of satisfactory Preparation for
graduate study in the fieids .. chosen
Th""
gener~l undergraduate record, educational
exper:ence~ and one's record in relation
to m~Jor fi~ld of specialization will ;be
considered in determining admission status.

2.

Written recommendations from known fa6ulty
memb~rs o; persons knowledgeable about the
applicants potential for graduate study
must be submitted.

3.

Levels of performance on the Graduate Record
Exami~ation (GRE) for Master of Arts, Master
of Science and Master of Education degree
candidates;
levels of performance on the
Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT)
for Master of Business Administration.

4.

Evidences of acceptable character and personality are considered in evaluating applications.

All students whose native language is not English
must take the "Test of English as a Foreign Language" and submit scores to the Director of Admissions as evidence of their ability to utilize
English as a language of instruction. The TOEFL
test score is the only evidence which will be
accepted in this regard. An application for admission to the Graduate School will not be considered prior to the receipt of the TOEFL score.
Application to take the test should be addressed
to TOEFL Educational Testing Service, located
in Princ~ton, New Jersey, at least nine months in
advance of the intended date of commencing graduate work.
The test is administered four times
per year in centers throughout the world.
Admission Standard
Unconditional admission to a graduate degree program
requires that the applicant have:
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1.

A baccalaureate degree from an accredited
institution;

2.

An undergraduate grade point average of at
least 2.75 (on a 4.00 scale) or an average
of at l~ast 2.75 during the last one-half
(approximately 60 credits) of the undergraduate work;

3.

Back~round requirements as required by the
particula 7 p 7ogram (e.g., satisfactory score
o~ an admissions examination, major in a given
field, teacher certification).

Conditional Admi¢¢ion to a graduate degree program
maybe granted to applicants whose undergraduate grade point
average is below 2.75 but above 2.25 if there is evidence
of their ability to do acceptable graduate work.

This evidence

might be in the form of a score on an admissions test or an
acceptable performance in graduate work done prior to admission.
Applicants who meet grade point average requirements but do
not have all the background normally completed at the undergraduate level may be admitted with deficiencies.

These

deficiencies will be specified by the program advisor and
departmental chairperson.

The deficiencies must be made up

before admission to candidacy.

No credits earned in making

up deficiencies may be counted as part 6f the candidacy program.

However, grades earned in courses that apply to de-

ficiency requirements

(including undergraduate credits) will

be considered when decisions are made.
A graduate student may be admitted as a Special Student
by providing evidence of a bachelor's degree from an accredited
institution.

Special students are limited to a total of
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twelve credits.

To enroll for coursework beyond twelve

credits, students must be admitted to a degree program or
qualify for admission as a non-degree student.
A senior at Prairie View A&M University or other institutions who lacks six semester hours or less of having
completed the requirements for the undergraduate degree may,
with the approval of his undergraduate dean and the Dean of
the Graduate School, register for graduate courses, not to
exceed six semester hours, while completing his undergraduate
requirements.

If graduate credit is desired for any part

of the work carried, the combined load of the graduate and
undergraduate courses must not exceed fifteen (15) semester
hours.
Admission to a graduate degree program is a decision
made jointly by the departmental head and the Graduate Dean.
The decision is an estimate of the applicant's potential to
succeed in a given graduate program and is based primarily
on the applicant's academic record.
Admission Procedures
The admission process begins with receipt of the application for admission in the Graduate Admissions Office.
When the application file is complete, a summary evaluation
is made by the Assistant to the Graduate School Dean.

The

file, together with the summary evaluation, is sent to the
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academic department which administers the program for
the chairperson's recommendation.

The departmental coor-

dinator's recommendation is reviewed by the Graduate Dean.
No applicant is admitted without a favorable recommendation from the program coordinator.

When the process has

been completed, the applicant receives a copy of the summary evaluation which contains the coordinator's recommendations and the Dean's action.
In the event that a student is denied admission, a
reason for the denial will be provided together with an
explanation of available options.

Students denied admis-

sion may request reconsideration by writing to the Graduate
Dean.

The request should include a rationale for recon-

sideration.

Applicant who have been denied admission may

reapply after the lapse of one semester or summer session.
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STUDENTS:

OPERATION SUCCESS PROGRA...M

Prairie View A&M University is totally committed to
the production of academically, technically and professionally productive people.
Operation Success is based on the philosophy that
each student admitted to Prairie View A&M University has
the potential to succeed.

The graduate school has endorsed

this philosophy and has organized its human and material
resources into systems to meet the following objectives of
Operation Success.

Academic Competence
a.

Reading Competence
(To be able to read at least 600 words per minute
with at least 85% comprehension).

b.

Writing Competence
.
(To be able to write clearly and corre~tly using
proper grammar, extensive vocabulary, in-depth
content and varied research styles).

c.

Communication Effectiveness.
.
(To be able to communicate in behavioral terms so
that the sender and receiver get the same message).

d.

Effective Speaking
(To be able to speak clearly_an~ succ~nc~ly with
correct pronunciation, enunciation, diction, tone
and style.

e.

Reasoning Ability
·
1 · in thinking
(To use inductive a~d deductive ogic
and developing meaning).

f.

Reflecti~~ T~~n~i~~rly define and delineate a
(To be a e
ah othesis, collect, analyze
prob~ern, devel~~ta ~~tablish meaning and reach a
and int7rprbet ed up'on the facts determined).
conclusion as
·

g.

Quantitive Skills
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(To be abl~ to solve simple and complex number
problems with at least 90% accuracy}.
h.

Classroom Efrectiveness
(To attend each class regu~arly and punctually,
~a.dress properly, to participate in class activities).

Personal/Social Success
a.

Philosophical and Behavioral Modification
Each person who seeks _personal/social success must
make a philosophical and behavioral modification
commitment to personal/social success. The individ~al rnus~ believe.with all his being that personal/
social achievement is his first and major priority
at P 7airie View A&M University. The philosophical
commitment embraces the development and maintenance
of certain personal characteristics such as discipline, self motivation, enthusiasm, coinI!'litment,
concentration, perserverance, maturity, etc.

b.

Believe in a Supreme Being
Derive your personal/social goals from a source
which is above all. Using the tenets of your religion to set out the basic for your personal/social
success program.

c.

Physical Health Success
Always maintain health standards established for
your age.
Establish a program of health care:
(1) preventative, (2) diagnostic/prescriptive and
(3) remedial.
Practice good personal hygiene, stop
smoking, avoid illegal drugs, prevent veneral diseases and unwanted pregnancies.

d.

Mental Health Success
Emotions are to be used to your advantage and not
disadvantage.
Learn to unde 7stand and man~ge:
worry fear insecurity, anxiety, frustration, hostilit;, rej~ction, hate, anger, loneliness, depression, nervousness, etc.

e.

Economic Success
.
understand the nature of money and effective money
management in your life. Establish a budget and
learn to live with a budget. Work to.earn money.
Learn to save.
Spend only for 7ssentials 7 A~ways
ay your bills on time. Establish and maintain a
pgood credit
.
ra t 'ing. .

f.

value and Value Clarific~tion
Establish a Personal/Social Success value system
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based upon the Judeo~Christian Tradition or
some other_hum~n belief. Constantly clarify
yo~r b 7ha~ior in terms of these values.
Maintain int 7grity, honor, character and a
good reput~tion.
'
g.

Cultural Development
Participate personally or vicariously in a
broad program of cultural development. Get
to kn~w an~ experience a wide variety of expressions in art, music, languages, dance,
theatre, etc.

h.

Current Events Knowledge
Maintain an up-to-date knowledge of current
events in University, community, state, region, nation, and international affairs.

i.

Personal and Group Interaction
Maintain a positive image and interaction with
self. Avoid self "put down" and self denunciation. Remember you are the most important
person in the world.
Let your light shine.
Maintain positive group interaction with others
in your family, among friends, with other
universities, with other races, in polit~cs
or in religions.

j.

Leadership and Followship
Engage in both leadership and fellowship activities.
Learn to be a chief as well as
learn to be an Indian.

k.

Be a Good Citizen and Obey the Laws
Support your university! support.your community, your state and nation. Avoid any conduct
or behavior which will break the rules of the
community and result in your suspension or
expulsion.

Career Success
a.

Select a major career field compatible with
your interest and potentials a~d get to know
other closely related career fields.

b.

Develop a broad knowledge of you 7 career field
and keep up with current occupational outlooks.

c.

Know the personal and.social qualities of leaders in your career field.
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d.

Est~lish a program to develop the personal,
social, and professional qualities required
of leaders in your career field.

e.

Use the Career Education and Placement Center
to broaden your knowledge of your career
choice.

f.

Participate in Student Center Workshops and
Career Festivals.

g.

Enroll in courses which provide broad career
insight.

h.

Participate in a wide range of visitations to
jobs represented by your career choices.

i.

Engage in summer work experiences and/or
cooperative work experiences in your career
field.

j•

Participate in professional meetings and activities in your career field.

k.

Develop the qualifications required by tests,
registration, and special licenses in your
career field.

1.

Establish and keep up-to-date placement credentials and participate in employment interviews and employment visitations.
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STUDENTS:

FOLLOW-UP

The value of graduate work is judged by the quality
of its product; consequently, the Graduate School must be
aware of the status, adequacy, and success of its students.
Each college offering graduate programs is encouraged to
continue their efforts in (1) maintaining appropriate records of the name, address, occupation, and accomplishments
of each former student, and (2) conducting follow-up studies
of former students encouraging them to continue participate
in the growth and development of the institution and to assist in the evaluation of the Graduate School effectiveness.

Teacher Education
A follow-up study of graduate students was recently
conducted by the College of Education to determine the success of its graduates and to evaluate the effectiveness of
graduate teacher education programs.

Department of counselor Education
The Department of counselor Education conducted a
follow-up study of graduate students who completed the 1975
Institute to Train veterans as community College Counselors.
all students . completing the program
The resu l ts revea 1 e d that
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were employed at a level higher than the one they held
before entering the program.
A follow-up study of counselor education graduates
for the past three years is near completion.

College of Business
A follow-up study was recently conducted by the College of Business to determine the success of graduate students completing the business education program and to secure ratings from their employers.
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CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Organization of Curriculum
The curriculum is the total experiences which students
have while under the direction of the university.

The gradu-

ate curriculum consists of three component parts:

namely,

course work, independent study, and independent scholarly
research.

None of these component parts may be neglected by

the graduate student, although the proportional part of each
in the total of graduate work may vary in accordance with
each student!s experience and needs as determined by his advisor or supervising committee.
Course Work
Graduate courses are designed in a number of ways to
meet individual professional needs.

Readings, research pap-

ers and projects, field experiences, lectures, seminars, and
observations are included in the course work.

In each gradu-

ate program there is an orderly and i~entifiable sequence of
courses and prerequisites.

Elective courses vary among pro-

ives are chosen on the basis
grams, but in all programs, elect
of needs and interests.
Independent Study
The courses of graduate programs are highly specialized and graduate advisors, in conference with students,
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attempt to individualize programs of study so that students
follow curricula tailored to their own exoerience
_
,

i·

n t eres t s,

training, and future professional ambitions.
Research
Each graduate student, as part of his program of study,
does independent scholarly research.

Independent research

competence, as evidenced by a report or thesis, augments or
~einterprets the knowledge of the field with respect either
to its intellectual substance or its professional practice.
At regular intervals, aims and objectives of courses
are checked and tested in course content areas by comprehensive examinations, in original research, and in oral defense
of that research.
Guidelines developed by National Learned Societies
and professional associations have been considered in developing curricula in the graduate school.
Instruction
The most important element of the graduate program is
instruction.

Method of instruction in all graduate courses

is related to the objectives of each course, the capabilities
of the students, and the general institutional standards of
·nstruction is organized so that
Te
h process Of 1.
"dea of the aims and the
students and faculty have a c 1 ear i
and t-~e methods of evaluation emrequirements of each course

quality.

ployed.
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In this cooperative teaching and learning activity,
evidence is found of:

(1) goals or objectives appropriate to

the degree of development of students and in keeping with the
purposes of the university;

(2)

the selection and use of

varied types of teaching and learning materials and experiences;

(3) the adjustment of method and organization to con-

ditions and needs of students as a group and as individuals;
(4) the use of every legitimate means available in the evaluation of progress and quality of learning;

(5) a personal

rE'_lations_hip of confidence, respect, and helpfulness between
instructors and students, resulting in similar relationships
between university and community;
desirable types of learnings;

(6) provision for all

(7) definite and adequate learn-

ing by the student as an outcome.
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ACADEMIC RESEARCH AND PROFESSIONAL WRITING
The zest for discovery of truths as well as for the
communication of knowledge is an essential characteristic of
an atmosphere conducive to the development of scholarship.
Graduate faculty members are currently involved in academic
research and professional writing.

The graduate school en-

courages academic research and professional writing in the
following manner:
1.

Advancement in professional rank depends
in part on re~earch activities.

2.

Released time from teaching activities
may be secured for approved research
activities.

3.

Matching funds are available from university sources when federal, state, or
private research grants are secured for
approved projects.

4.

Research grants are made available to
gra.auate faculty members through university . ·s ources.

5.

Each college has a research component
and has identified a person to coordinate
research activities.

6.

Through the faculty research jour~al,
graduate faculty members may publish
their research and professional writings.

Many of the research studies and professional writings
have been presented nationally.

The research studies that

follow have been presented at professional meetings:

* Carroll, Elnora and V M

of. At·
·
• Proteas;
Doctor . 1978 · Mechanism
c 10~ of a Serine
tion. Sixth Annual M"
.
_in Blood CoagulaSymposium. Atlanta Gineoori~y Biomedical Support
,
rgia.

* Daniels,
. dl" Don and

w

E
. . Mar t·in. 1977
Stud'
Hin imb Regeneration
in Ran
.·.
ies on
Metamorphic Climax. F i f t ~ pipiens_During
Biomedical Symposium. New Onnlual Xavie:-~S
r eans, Louisiana.

* Daniels, Do~ and E.W. Martin.

1978. Wei ht
Chan?es in Adult Rana pipiens Treated ~ith
Cortisone
and Ascorbic Acid • s·1Xth Annual
M·
·t
B·
1nor1 Y iomedical Support Symposium
Atlanta Georgia.
·
·

w. Martin. 1977
Effects of Hypophysectomy, Prolactin, a~d
Growt~ Hormone on Growth of the Postmetarnor~hic Frog~ Rana pipiens. Fifth Annual
Xavier-MBS Biomedical Symposium. New Orleans,
Louisiana.

* Debose, Alfred, Jr. and E.

* Doctor, Vasant M. 1976.

Anticoagulant Action of
Asafoetida Polysaccharide in Chicks and Rats.
Texas Academy of Science. College Station,
Texas.

* Flowers, Lester and V. M. Doctor. 1977.

Effects
of Heteropolysaccharide of Dragon Blood on
Coagulation of Human Plasma. Regional Meeting
of National Institute of Science and Beta Kappa
Chi. Austin, Texas.

v. M. Doctor. 1978. Anticoagulant Action of Typha augusta Polysaccharide
in Human Plasma. Annual Meeting of National
Instftute of Science and Beta Kappa Chi.
Atlanta, Georgia.

* Greene, Cleveland and

* Greene

Cleveland and V. M. Doctor. 1978. Anticoaguiant Properties of a Polysac~har~de form
Daemonorops sp. Sixth Annual M1nor1ty_Biomedical supper~ Symposium. Atlanta, Georgia.

Rahim and v. M. Doctor. 1977. Anticoagulant1Action of Hyaluronidase in Human Plasma.
Texas Academy of Science. Waco, Texas.

* Javanrnardi

* Johnson, Earnest and E.W. Martin.

1976. Cell_
Proliferation and RNA Production in the brain
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of Rana pipiens followin m
•
National Meeting of B t g ~hyroxine ~reatrnent.
Honor Society. Fulleeta Beta ~eta ~iological
r on, California.

* Johnson, E. and W.W. Martin

19 6
feration and Ri.~A Product:
? · Cell ~roliRana pipiens followin
ion i~ the brain of
Fourth An
1
.
g Thyroxine Treatment
nua Xavier-MES Biomed· 1
•
New Orleans, Louisiana.
ica Symposium.

* Laffitte, Darlene, L. Lewis and v M D t
A New Anticoagulant Substance·f~;m ~~r~~; ;976.
Fourth Annual Xavier-MBS Biomedical Sy
.P•
New Orleans, Louisiana.
mposiurn.

w. Martin. · 1978 Influence
of Ascor~ic Acid and Cortisone o~ Promotion
o~ Forelimb Re~ene:atio~ in Adult Rana pipiens.
Six~ Annual Minority Biomedical Support symposium. Atlanta, Georgia.

* Lucas, Marion and E.

v. M. Doctor. 1977. Action
of Asafoetida Polysaccharide on the Conversion
Fibrinogen to Fibrin. Texas Academy of Science.
Waco, Texas.

* Mathis, Montra and

* McClelland, Cleo and v. M. Doctor. 1978.

Anticoagulant Properties of Myrrh and Olebanurn.
Texas Academy of Science. Lubbock, Texas.

w. Martin. 1977. The Influence of Ascorbic Acid and Its Correlational
Influence with Cortisone on the Rate of Tail
Regeneration in Rana pipiens Tadpoles. Fifth
Annual Xavier-MBS Biomedical Symposium. New
Orleans, Louisiana.

* Moore, Carolyn and E.

v. M. Doctor. 1976. Separation of Bases, 3-Nucleotides and 3', 5' Diphosphates of Nucleotides of DNA by Cation Exchange
Chromatography. Texas Academy of Science.
College station, Texas.

* Roberts, William and

v. M. Doctor. 1977. Action of
H2S04 on Oligonucleotitles of DNA. Texas
Academy of Science. Waco, Texas.

* Roberts, William and

w. Martin. 1977. ~etermi- ~
nation
Functional Stages of Thyroxine and
Its Analogs and the conve:s~on of _Thyroxine to
Triidothyronine in Rana P~pien~ Tadpoles ..
Fifth Annual xavier-MBS Biomedical Symposium.
New Orleans, Louisiana.

* Stephens, Helen and E.

of
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* Owens, M. L., 1976.

Effects of Pteridine
pounds on the Growth of the Bact .
Cornbacter aerogenes, Beta Kappa Ch" eria,
Euterop·
Arkansas. ·
•1 •
ine Bluff,

* Hill, Samuel, 1976.

Determination of Relative Cell
Size and Growth of_Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
Beta Kappa Chi. Pine Bluff, Arka_n_s_a_s_.:.-=.;=.;=.

* Forte, ~ula~ 1976.

Factors Affecting Spore Gerrni- ·
n~tio~ in Cellular Slime Mold, Dictyosteliurn
discoideum.
Beta Kappa Chi. Pine Bluff
Arkansas.
'

* Calhoun, R<:>bert,_1976.

Characteristics of an
Adenosine_Triphosphatase in Erythrocyte Membra~es Stimulated by 2, 4-Dinitrophenol.
Xav 7e~-MBS Biomedical Symposium. New Orleans,
Louisiana.

. *

Toye, Emanual, 1976. Stimulation of Growth and
Inhibition of Development in Dictyosteliurn
discoideum by Pteridines • . Beta Kappa Chi.
Pine Bluff, Arkansas.

* Laffitte, Darlene, 1976.

A New Anticoagulant Substance from Ferula Species (Asafoetida).
Xavier-MBS Biomedical Symposium. New Orleans,
Louisiana.

*

Roberts, w. G., 1976. Separation of Acid Degradation Products of DNA by Cation Exchange
Columns.
Xavier-MBS Biomedical Symposium.
New Orleans, Louisiana.

*

Johnson, Earnest, 1976. Increased Cell Proliferation and RNA Production in the brain of Kana
pipiens Tadpoles following Thyroxine Treatment.
Xavier-MBS Biomedical Symposium. New Orleans,
Louisiana.

* Pendleton, Alice, 1976.

Racial Factors in Breast
Cancer.
Institute for Advancement of Science.
Prairie View A&M University.

* Washington

Arthur, 1976. Stimulation of Growth
and Inhibition of Development in Dictyo~teliurn
discoidel,ll'tl by Pteridines. American Society for
Microbiology. Atlantic City, New Jersey.

* Brown

George 1976. A cytidine Triphosphate Polym;rase Activity Associated w~t~ Isolated.
Mitochondria of Euglena grac1l1s. Beta Kappa
Chi. Dallas, Texas.
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* Thom1;ls, Mich~el,. 1977.

A Comparative Study of
Dietary Riboflavin Status of Three Eth·
Groups in Three Counties in Southeaste~~cTexas.
Beta Kappa Chi. Nashville, Tennessee.

*

Forte, Eula, 1977. Vitamin A Analysis of Human
Serum ~nd Its Implication on the Dietary status
of ~ubJects Participating in the Tri-County
ProJect. Beta Kappa Chi. Nashville, Tennessee.

* Washington, Arthur, 1977.

A Comparative study
of Nutritional Ingestion of Three Ethnic
Groups_ in Three Counties of Texas. Beta Kappa
Chi. Nashville, Tennessee.

* Davis, Janette, 1978.

Trehalose Synthesis during
Growth and Development of the Cellular Slime
Mold, Dictyostelium discoidem. Sixth Annual

* Wynne, Verette, 1978.

Influence of Folic Acid on
Growth and Development in the Cellular Slime
Mold Dityostelium discoideum. Sixth Annual
Minority Support Symposium. Atlanta, Georgia.

* Dooley, Jamie, 1978.

Anticoagulant Properties of
a Polysaccharide from Daemonorops sp. Texas
Academy of Science. Lubbock, Texas.

* McClelland, Cleo, 1978.

Anticoagulant Properties
of Polysaccharides of Myrrh and Olebanum. Texas
Academy of Science, Lubbock, Texas.

*· Greene, Cleveland, 1978. Anticoagulant Properties
of a Polysaccharide form Daemonorops sp. Sixth
Annual Minority Biomedical Support Symposium.
Atlanta, Georgia.

*

Carroll Elnora, 1978. Mechanism of Action of a
Seri~e Protease in Blood Coagulation. Sixth
Annual Minority Biomedical Support Symposium.
Atlanta, Georgia.

* Greene

Cleveland, 1978. Anticoagulant Action of
Typha augusta Polysaccharide in_Human Plasma.
Beta Kappa Chi. Atlanta, Georgia.

*

Daniels, Don, 1978. Weight Changes in Adult_Rana_
"piens treated with Cortisone and Ascorbic Acid.
~~xth Annual Minority Biomedical Support Symposium. Atlanta, Georgia.

* Lucas, Marion, 1978.

Influence of Asc?rbic Acid
and cortisone on Promotion of Forelimb Regenera-
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*

Bro~, G~orge, 197?. Mitochondrial RNA Synthesis
d Ribonucleotide Incorporation Std'
.
Euglena
·1·
u ies in
.
graci is. American Society of Microbiology. San Antonio, Texas.

*

Johnson, Ear~est~ 1977. Studies on Hindlimb
Regenerat~on i~ ~ pipiens Tadpoles during
Metamo:Phic Climax. Xavier-MBS Biomedical
Symposium. New Orleans, Louisiana.

* Johnson, Oswald, 1977.

Effect of Heteropolysaccharide of Typha augustata on Coagulation
of Human Plasma.

*

Dixon, Sheila, 1977. Carbohydrate Utilization
by the Cariogenic Bacterium, Streptococcus
mutans. Beta Beta Beta. Lake Texoma.

* Mosby, Gerard, 1977.

The Source of Pollution
of Clear Creek and Its Implications. Beta Beta
Beta. Lake Texoma.
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PUBLIC SERVICE AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
Public Service is the term applied to those activities
on the part of Graduate School personnel designed to impact
upon individuals, agencies, and other institutions whose efforts may be enhanced by the assistance that the Graduate
School offers.

While these activities are designed primarily

for community service involvement, a secondary benefit is the
degree to which they provide a vehicle by which to improve
the relationships between the University and the ~reader community.

This aspect takes on added importance given the de-

gree to which the University and all institutions for learning
have come under the scrutiny of the people they serve.
Continuing Education is the term applied to those
organized post-secondary educational experiences and services,
credit or non-credit, specifically provided for adult citizens
who desire to improve their vocational, professional, cultural,
or social learning beyond their persent level of education.
There has been no agreement on the design of a system
to meet the needs for lifelong learning; however, education
must be more than a temporary stop along our way through life.
The rapidity of social economic, and technological changes
in the united states has accelerated the demand and the need
for the education of adults.

The rapid obsolescence of know-

ledge and the extension of life span make it clear that what
is learned as a youth is unlikely to remain relevant during
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later years.
Each college offering graduate prog-rams has developed
a variety of supplemental and special educational programs in
fulfilling their stated objectives, their public and community
service demands, and their responsibilities to their constituents.

The amount of credit for each program is determined

in advance through the regular channels of the Office of
Continuing Education in cooperation with the dean.

Noncredit

programs are appropriately identified and recorded by means
of Continuing Education Units

(C. E. U.).

governed by University policies.

All activities are

Below are listed the public

service and continuing education activities:
Public Service
1.

Consultant Services

2.

Speaker Bureaus

3.

Memberships

4.

Participation in Community Organiza

continuing Education
1.

Conferences

2.

Institutes

3.

Short courses

4.

Workshops

5.

Evening and Weekend Classes
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FINANCE

The Graduate School operates from state, federal
and private funds.

·The funding pattern for the past five

years are as follows:

YEAR

STATE

FEVERAL & PRIVATE

TOTAL

1974-1975

$779,000

$ 153,000

1975-1975

803,000

804,000

1,607,000

1976-1977

863,000

940,000

1,803,000

1977-1978

833,000

853,000

1,686,000

1978-1979

897,000

1,166,000

2,065,000

1979-1980

935,000

1,184,000

2,119,000

$

932,000
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INTRA- AND INTER-INSTITUTIONAL

COOPERATION

Intra-Institutional Cooperation
Intra-Institutional Cooperation exists

between Colleges
and departments ff
·
o ering graduate programs
through the following:
1.

Joint Faculty Appointment

2.

Interdisciplinary programs

3.

Participation on Students'
Thesis Committees

4.

Research Projects

5.

Graduate Council

6.

Degree Programs (e.g., Vocational
Counseling)

Inter-Institutional Cooperation
Texas A&M University System
The graduate school is currently reviewing
a plan presented by the Vice-Chancellor to
establish i -nter-insti tutional cooperation
with the Texas A&M University System relative to degree program and use of facilities.
Other Universities In-State
Contact has been made with historically Black fouryear institutions in Texas to give assistance in advanced
study for their graduates.

The graduate school .is coopera-

ting with all Texas public and private universities in the
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coordination of off campus residence credit courses.
Further! the graduate school is cooperating with Texas
A&M University and Sam Houston State University in a need
assessment project for the handicapped.
Out-of-State Universities
The graduate school has accepted an invitation to participate in a consortium of historically Black graduate
schools to develop a biomedical training program.
Public and Private Schools
Public and private schools cooperate with the graduate
school in the training of school personnel.

Graduate interns

are placed in public and private school under the supervision
of school personnel.
Business, Industry or Government
The graduate school is cooperating with bus.iness and
industry through the graduate co-op program.
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ACCREDITATION
The graduate school is accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools.

The graduate program in

Home Economics is accredited bv the American Home Economic
Association.

Teacher education programs are accredited by

the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
and the Texas Education Agency.

Graduates are able to quali-

fy for most of the teaching and administrative certificates
granted by the Texas Education Agency.
The graduate school seeks participation and membership
in organizations which promote scholarship, service: and positive learning experiences for the institution's students and
staff.
The graduate school holds membership in the Southern
Association of Graduate Schools, the Council of Graduate
Schools in the united states: and the Texas Association of
Graduate Schools.
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POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING

The Graduate School faculty and students supports
the University's philosophy on positive image building.
The positive image building programs conducted in the colleges offering graduate programs may be classified into
three categories:

(1) publications,

(2) communications,

and (3) meetings.

Publ~caz~onc:

Newsletters, flyers, college
and departmental brochures, and
posters.

Commun~cationc:

Letters mailed to former
students, current students, prospective students, high school
teachers, graduating seniors from
four year institutions, community
organizations, government and industrial representatives.

Me.e.z~ngc:

Graduate seminars,. student. semin~rs
conferences and special meetings with
high school teachers and industrial
representatives.

Funding
The image building program is not funded from special
sources; however, funds from Va rious departmental accounts
are used to promote the image building efforts.

Impact Areas
A number of impact areas have been identified by
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colleges and departments.
students,

(2) faculty,

They are (1) present enrolled

{3) alumni,

and professional organizations,

(4) professional peers

(5) legislators and the

power structure,

(6) lay-public and (7) radio, television,

and other media~

Listed below are agencies, institutions

and organizations that are impact areas:
Professional
American Council of Graduate Schools
American Vocational Association
American Council on Education
Association of Social Science Teachers
National Education Association
Council for the Advancement and Support
of Education
Others
Governmental

u.s.

Office of Black Concern
Legislature
.
u.s. Department of Educa~ion
National Science Foundation
Others
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PHILA.NTHROPIC DEVELOPMENT

One of the most critical challenges facing Prairie
View A&M University is to obtain sufficient funds for the
achievement of present and future goals relating to the
students, society, knowledge, leadership, and quality.

To

achieve its fiscal goals, the University must supplement
state and federal funds with private giving.

Increased

giving must be achieved through students, faculty, alumni
and friends.

Major and minor gifts must be secured from

foundations, and the local, state and national business
cornmuni ty must be encouraged to increase and continue their
present levels of giving to the University.
The Graduate School supports the University's position on philanthropic development and plans are currently
being made to establish an organization to meet this need.
The Graduate School is participating in the University's
endowment program and was instrumental in securing seven
thousand dollars in gifts and pledges from currently enrolled graduate students.

GOALS

FOR. THE

FUTURE

1981~1987
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GOALS FOR THE FUTURE
1981-1987

The purpose of this section is to establish goals
for the Graduate School for the period 1981 through 1987.
In projecting these goals, consideration was given to impactors which affect the University, and which are discussed
in a section of the report.

These goals were also es~a~li-

shed with the consideration that the assumptions projected
for the University will remain valid.
Following are the goals established for the Graduate
School for the period 1981 through 1987.

Legal Authority
It is not expected that the legal authority designated for the operation of the University will change during
~~e

next six years.

It is expected, however, that the Uni-

versity will receive designation during the 1981 Legislative
Session as a "special purpose institution" for the mainstreaming minorities into the University.

The goals for the Grad-

uate School are:
Goal 1:

support the university in its efforts
to become a "special purpose institution" by developing graduate programs
congruent to the university's special
purpose.
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Goal 2:

Conduct a
.
le 1
co~prehensive study of the
ga authority of graduate programs.
To be implemented:

1981-1987

Historical Background
The status study re vea 1 e d that there are missing data
in the historical background
•
o f th e Graduate School.

Goals

for the Graduate School are:

Goal 1:

Conduct a comprehensive study to
trace the historical background
of the Graduate School from its
origin to 19 85.

Goal 2:

Preserve the history of the Graduate
School by recording monthly events
(to include pictures to be placed
in the library) .

Social, Political, Economic Impactors
There are many issues currently confronting the University and will continue to do so into the future.

As a

component of the University, the Graduate School will be
confronted with those same issues.

Those that are directly

pertinent to the Graduate School are:

nonrenewable natural

resources, energy pollution, technological advancement, a
changing college age population, an increasing birthrate,
the focus on women and minorities, the Bakke Case, the Adams
Case, competency testing, limited financial resources,
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increased accountability and management effectiveness,
chronic unemployment,

teenage pregnancy and parenthood,

increased need for qualified professional, Black student's
preference for a Black institution, President Carter's
directive to strengthen Black institutions, the business
environment for the 80's, an adult oriented economic market,
and urban expansion.

In light of these forces and their

possible impact upon the Graduate School, the following
goals are established:
Goal 1:

To monitor relevant impactors and
measure the impact of these upon
selected aspects of the Graduate
School.

Goal 2:

Make necessary changes in the Graduate
School to cope with the impactors.
To be implemented 1981-1987

Purpose and Role, Scope, .Miss ion

1
The purpose and roe,
scope and mission of the Graduate
School should be examined periodically to determine what
·
11 Y as well as the changing
changes have taken place interna
responsibilities of the Grad uate School to its constituency.
The goals of the Gra duate School are to:
Goal 1:

Review annually the purpose.and 7ole
scope a nd m.,_;ssion of the University
s h 1
.
to the Graduate c oo •
as it
app l;es
.,_

Goal 2:

Annually review the r~l~ and sc~p~ of
th Graduate School giving specific
e 'd
tion to the individual, the
con~iterato knowledge, leadership and
~~~~:ai~ first class quality in all
areas o f the graduate program.
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Goal 3:

Expand t~e role and scope to include
doctoral programs.
To be implemented 1981-1987

Organization and Administration
In order to promote excellence in the Graduate School
the organizational structure must be designed in such a manner as to enable each division to develop and perform fully
its unique responsibilities as defined by the stated purpose
of the graduate school.

The goals for the Graduate School

are to:
Goal 1:

To annually review organization
charts and make necessary update
necessary changes.

Goal 2:

To operate the Graduate School
in accordance with the organizational charts.

Goal 3:

To train the graduate faculty and
staff in the use of charts to provide more effective administration.
To be implemented:

1981-1987

Administration
The success of any organization is largely dependent
upon the quality of its administration.

The Graduate School

·ves to articulate its administrative efcontinuous 1 y Strl.
tices and presently utilizes written
ficiency and Prac
. ·
pertaining to the graduate faculty, programs,
po 1 icies
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operation, and policies of administering, regulating and
of a general nature.

I n k eeping
·
with the efforts of the

University to improve its administrative practices, the
Graduate School established the following goals:
Goal:

To develop a "Manual of Operations
Policies and Procedures" for the '
Graduate School, consisting of the
established policies and procedures
being utilized.
To be implemented 1981

Management Systems
The use of management systems in the operation and
administration of educational programs is essential.

The

management systems concept employed by Prairie View A&M
University has the endorsement of the Graduate School.

Goals

for the Graduate School are:
Goal 1:

Design and implement a program to
train the Graduate School Staff
in the utilization of management
systems.

Goal 2:

Adopt an effective management philosophy.

Goal 3:

Exhibit this philosophy in specific
administrative behavior.
To be implemented 1981-1987

Academic Programs
If graduate educ ation is to maintain its vitality
· must respond to external demands and
and creatively, it
problem situations of the society. An overwhelming majority
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of persons with advanced degrees are non-minorities.

Con-

ditions must be created to assure access to graduate education for minority members in areas of una-er representation.
The goals of the Graduate School are to:
Goal 1:

Develop a master degree program
in Nursing by 1984.

Goal 2:

Develop a master degree program
in Engineering by 1981.

Goal 3:

Develop a master degree program
in Agri-Business by 1983.

Goal 4:

Develop a master degree program
in the health sciences by 1983.

Goal 5:

Develop a master degree program
in Toxicology by 1981.

Goal 6:

Develop a Doctor of Philosophy degree
program in Biology by 1983.

Goal 7:

Develop a Doctor of Education
degree program in Industrial
Education and Technology by 1983.

Goal 8:

Develop a Doctor of Education degree
program in Education by 1983.

Goal 9:

Develop a Doctor of Philosophy degree
program in Home Economics by 1983.

Goal 10:

Develop an Education Specialist degree
program in Industrial Education and
Techn0logy by 1983.

Goal 11:

Delete the master degree program in
Political Science.

Goal 12:

Delete the master degree program in
English.
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Faculty and Staff
The expansion of graduate school programs will necessitate additional graduate faculty with high level
training in the proposed new areas of graduate study.

The

successful development of instructional programs that graduate faculty members implement will effect that personnel
have the expertise to interrelate with educational leaders
on the local, state, national and international levels.
As a result the goals for the Graduate School are
Goal 1:

Design and implement a program
to move 34 associate graduate
faculty to regular graduate
status.

Goal 2:

Employ graduate faculty as needed
to maintain standards above the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools.
To be implemented by 1981-1987

Library
current library holdings include 70,000 volumes related to advanced programs.
research programs
these efforts.
Goal 1:

Goal 2:

The expansion of graduate and

·11 require increased holdings to support

Wl.

Goals for the Graduate School are:
.
annually the library resources
Review
.
in each graduate program to i~sure
they exceed regional and American
Library Association (ALA).
Increase the

w·

R

·

Banks Library
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holdings in each graduate program
area to exceed regional and ALA
standards.
To be implemented 1980-1987

Facilities
Physical resources, including buildings and equipment should be adequate to serve the needs of the university in relation to its stated purpose, programs and
activities.

Graduate programs are housed within the six

separate colleges throughout the campus.

The addition of

new programs being projected will require additional staff
and space.

The present structure housing the Graduate

School Administration Office is inadequate in relation to
space, lighting, ventilation, construction and furnishings.
In addition, the present structure housing the Graduate
School Administrative Office does not project a positive
image.

In light of these conditions, the following goals

are established for the Graduate School:

Goal 1:

Plan and construct a facility not
less than 5,000 sq. ft. to house
Graduate School Administration,
offices, storage, conference and
work areas.

Goal 2:

Purchase new furnishings, new needed
equipment, and r~place obsolete
equipment now being used.

Graduate Enrollment Projection

1981-1987

Colleges

1981
20

1982
25

1983
30

1984
35

Arts & Science

140

169

192

Business

151

158

Education

904

Home Economic

1985
40

1986- - 45

200

232

265

166

174

183

193

944

986

1022

1066

1152

12

15

30

30

30

30

Industrial Education

69

76

79

81

83

85

Engineering

10

15

17

20

25

30

Ag:::iiculture

Total

1306

1402

1501

1562

1659

1800

w
I

CX)

0
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Students:

Enrollment

The addition of new graduate programs requires that
graduate students be available for these projected programs as they are added.

Also, increased demands for qual-

ified minorities with advanced degrees in industry and
in the field of education unifies society and its citizenry
to seek educational excellence.

In view of these deter-

minates, the Graduate School establishes the following
goals:
Goal 1:

To increase the full time graduate
student enrollment to a total of
500 by 1987.

Goal 2:

To increase the part time graduate
student enrollment to a total of
1,300 by 1987.

Goal 3 :

To develop and implement an intensive
recruitment and retention (R&R) program by 1981.
The following charts show the ~rejected
number of full time and part time graduate students .

Students:

Operation Vanguard

.
Vanguard by Prairie
The implementation of Opera t ion
View A&M University has proven to be an effective and successfu 1 recrui' tme nt and admissions model .

Objectives and

tasks of the model must b e fully utilized if projected enrollment is to be obtained .

Based upon the techniques and

. . s , the following goals are
objectives of these co nd ition
established:
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Goal 1:

A~poin~ faculty associates and all
historically Black institutions in
the state_of Texas for the purpose
of effecting recruitment efforts
for graduate study.

Goal 2:

Contact directors of Career Planning
and Placement Centers at all the
historically Black institution~ in
the state of Texas for the purpose
of effecting recruitment efforts for
graduate study.

Goal 3:

Appoint faculty associates and all
four-year historically Black institutions out of the state of Texas
for the purpose of effecting recruitment efforts for graduate study.

Goal 4:

Contact directors of Career Planning
and Placement Centers at all the
historically Black four-year institutions out of the state of Texas for
the purpose of effecting recruitment
efforts for graduate study.

Goal 5:

Establish a Consortium of historically
Black four-year institutions throughout the nation for the purpose of
effecting recruitment efforts.

Goal 6:

Evaluate the success of all recruitment
and admissions efforts.
To be implemented 1980-1987

Students:

Operation Success Program

The Graduate School is committed to the concept of
Operation Success.
Goal 1:

Goals for the Graduate School are:

To develop an academic success program
.
that will assure each student the opportunity
to:
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a .

I!i1pro:7e .conm1unica.Uons s}· ills
of writing and speaking ...

b.

Improve the abil i .._" .... r,
'-.i
--use so u nd
reasoning procedures.

C.

Employ rcfl~ctive t~inkjng c o n c c ts.
Improve quanititive skills and
c:cvi-lop the Hbility to 2 pp ly t he s e

d.

skills.

Goal 2:

Develop a personal/social p1.ugram t.o f os te
personal/socinl success.

Goal 3:

Develop a career success prngra m to e nh ancr
carePr success.

To help determine the effectiveness of its educati oDal
service::;,

the Grad u2 te School has condur, tecl periodic foJ lo•-1-u.

studies of its graduates.

I t is . apparent,

however,

tha t

tl1•-'Sc

follow-up studies are not conducted as frequently as th y
should be.

As a result of this belief, the following goa l~ a . c

set:
Gcal 1:

To conduct an annual follow-up of the
graduates of the previous year.

Goal 2:

To conduct an annual follow-up of the

five-year graduates
To be implem8nted l982-1S37

Curriculum and Instruction

.
systeins within -the Gradua-:.e
Learning and instruc t ion
on enhancing studPnt development.
Schoel impact positively Up
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The optimal developmeot of each
graduate
student is essential in insuring competent graduates
, . capable of functioning as an effective citizen 1 d
,
ea er in the chosen
pro:ession, and as i t 11·
n e
igent consumers,
thereby improving the quality of life for the individual and for his
The Grad iat.e School. es lAhl.ishes t l, c, fol lo1 ri11g goo> s
Goal l:
0
DeveJ ~ an~ de .::,j gn a syst en1 to evaJ.untP.
the ef..._ectiveness of inst n,r.tjon hy 1981.
Goal 2:
Impl~ment a system to evalun1c
fect1veness of .instruct.ion .
To be implemente:~d by 1982

Curricu].um
The optimal development of the graduate students wh o
~i"r0ll

(and/or th

0

individual wh ~ particip21tes in other p;:--, •

gra~~ati c activities)

at the University will require the

of ering of more and better programs so that those w!lo com-

plete t~e curriculum can show evidence of their competence.

The Graduate sets forth the following goals:
G0al l:

Goal 2:

Develop and design a sys~e m to annually
evaluate the curriculum in each graduate
program.
1
ts
Pr-ov;d e consu_tan

r-,-.. -··'"·-c:: ;, - r o

th
"" i -r·
•·---

, approaches
exper-t·.1. se- in newer techniques a·
·
1
and considerations in non-tra ition~
related areas of graduate study.

·
1 •vri
·'-ing:;
Acace, ic Research anc: Profess 1ona
'
...
.

Providing encourag ement, opportunitjes and resource!"
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for graduate faculty members and

t d
s u ents to engage in

scholarly efforts and creative activities is the basic
thrust of academic

researc~ publication and other profes-

sional writings in the Graduate School.

In the future,

scholarly efforts and creative activities, whatever the
nature, will require as imaginative, energetic and broad
activity as possible.

The Graduate School sets forth the

following goals:
Goal 1:

Increase graduate faculty productivity
of research publications and/or
scholarly and creative works to at
least one per faculty member per year.

Goal 2:

To encourage graduate students to produce at least one scholarly and/or
creative work per year.
To be implemented 1981-1987

Public Service and Continuing Education
Programs in public service and continuing education
reflect current issues and concerns of society as these
influence the quality of life of individuals and families,
with emphasis on providing information and assistance to the
clientele served by the University.

In view of this finding

the Graduate School establishes the following goal:
GOAL:

To encourage and increase public service
and continuing education activities to
include at least one activity in each
graduate grogram area on an annual basis.
To be implemented 1981-1987
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Finance
Current financial resources

in the Graduate School

are inadequate to meet program needs or to overcome the
deficits of double digit inflation.

Money problems will

continue to play a decisive role 1.'n t h e nature of program
implementation which occurs in the future.

Because of

this set of circumstances, the following goals are essential
for the retention of programviability in the future.

Goals

for the Graduate School are:
Goal 1:

Train the graduate faculty and staff
in fund raising strategies through
workshops and seminars.

Goal 2:

Train the graduate faculty and staff
in cost effectiveness to make full
utilization of resources.

Intra- and Inter-Institutional Cooperation
Intra-institutional cooperation exists between all
colleges in the Graduate School.

Inter-institutional co-

operation exists with educational institutional, business,
industry and governmental agencies; the Texas Education
Agency and the public school systems.

Goals for the six

year period under study consistof the following:
Goal 1:

Establish an inter-institutional cooperative relationship with predominately
four-year Black institutions in the
Southern region.
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Goal 2:

Increase visibilit
while utili ·
Y ~f th e Graduate School
industry, b~~~~e::rvice~ of agencies of
tive agencies fo ,dso~ial and re~abilita.
,
un a tions and h - 1
.
organizations and p bl '
P i anthropic
ning and implementi~ ic schools in (a) planment for graduate ~tgdnew avenues of employpre-professional ex~ u ~nts anj/or providing
periences to bro d
uate preparation.
·
a en gradTo be implemented 1981-1987

Accreditation
Many programs in the Graduate School are accredited

by state, regional and national accrediting agencies.

Goals

to be established for the Graduate School are:
Goal 1:

Accredit all graduate programs by state,
regional and national accrediting
agencies, by 1982.

Goal 2:

Maint':1-i1: a quality graduate program above
the minimal standards of state, regional
and national accrediting agencies.

Positive Image Building
The image building component and activities of the
Graduate School are designed to form a comprehensive program
to convey to the public the reality of quality graduate
programs and the potential of the Graduate School of Prairie
View A&M University.

Included among the components are

media relations, promotion and information systems.

Conveying

to the public the reality and potential of the Graduate School
and the unique mission of the University and the Graduate
School in the future will require continuous evaluation of
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the componcnt.s,
tstablishr. :enl

m,1 jor acti,riUcs

o[

and methods utilized.

ft..ture goals of the

Graduate School are:

Goal l:

Design• and implement~c.. system to ~) rOJ.
t
c.i positive imaoe on (1)
t
ec
en1-0J.led studPn-ts
(2) f.
cl-urrentlv
.
,
a c u . ty, (1 )
wlw'.1~1: (4) professional r e crs, (5 )
1 ? 'J L,li.1t:<:>rs and µm,,·er structure, (6 )
Luy-publ1.~, (7) radio, television and
other med 1a.

Goal 2:

Develop ne'vJsletters, flyers, brochures,
and posters to assist in the projection
of a positive image.

Phili1nthropic Dcvelonment
An enlarging of efforts in obtaining external financial suprort is necessary to offset deficits resulting
from current bucJget. formulas.

The lc1ck of suhst.:-intial incr e ases

philathropic cscalntion.
jn Stute appropriations
seeking c1cJdition,, l

(3)

industric1l

to the University will necessi t a t e-

funds

of funds and donations
firms,

Tt is firmly believed,

This effort must come from

from other so\1rcc!s also.

are
(4)

(1)

foundat:i.ons,

alumni,

ho·...,ever,

and

(5)

(2)

Sources

business,

r;oncerncd citiz r. n ry .

th.1t philc1ntliropic contri-

butions coulct be greatly increased if an organ:i.zed program
of development

wns

the following goals
Goal

l:

Goal

2:

in force.

Based upon these assumpti o n s

for the Graduate School are set:

Design and implement cl system to secure
gifts from student, ~aculty, alumni friends.
business and foundations.
Develop a program to promote philanthropic
contributions to the Gradu~te Sch~ol _Lo
finance scholarships, workshops, institutes
consultants and special programs.

Prairie View A&M University - - A University with - - A Past - - - Present - - - and Future.
Nothing ever built arose to touch the skies unless
some man dreamed that it should, some man believed
that it could, and some man willed that it must.
- Charles F. Kettering

